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Executive Summary 

Context 

The aim of this study was to identify 21st century transit solutions that will support city growth and 
regional economic development through improved accessibility for tourist and residents with a focus 
on the Bunbury and Busselton urban areas and potential linkages between them.   

New models of integrated transport and service provision offer the opportunity to promote the 
development of Australia’s cities and regions by improving access to employment, education and 
services. Better transport connectivity improves economic and social ties and brings people and jobs 
closer together. At the same time, these connections can create broader economic benefits for 
regional centres.  N e w  mid-tier transit technology, such as trackless trams together with other electro 
mobility provide a transformative, cost-effective transit system to deliver an efficient, affordable and 
train- like commuter experience.   

Autonomous and electric vehicles and the potential of ‘mobility as a service’ (MaaS) delivery platforms 
are changing the future of transport, driving the need to carefully plan and integrate these into how 
we connect our regionally dispersed populations and industries. The adoption of new transport 
technologies presents  an opportunity to develop and connect West Australia’s South West cities, so that 
the potential of the region as a whole can be realised, improving access to employment, education 
and services as well as more affordable housing and retention of lifestyle amenity. 

The 21st century boulevard concept applied in this study is most relevant to the Bunbury and the 
Busselton urban corridors where new urban development can incorporate smart technology and the 
nodes created and existing major destination points, can be linked.  

Guidelines 

The project is guided by consideration of the following elements: 

 Mid-tier transit options: including a preferred route from Bunbury station to CBD, between 
Bunbury to Busselton, and intracity routes, vehicle / technology options and complementary 
micro and electro mobility solutions 

 Precincts, housing and development opportunities around designated stations 

 Energy integrated renewable energy (solar, wave, waste and wind) aggregated into virtual 
power plants and distributed energy hubs 

 Digital City opportunities for demonstrating state of the art communications, apps, sensors, 
data, machine learning and other smart systems that enable integration and management of 
the innovative urban and transit system.  

 Biophilics opportunities for enhancement of place through greenways and landscape-
oriented design  

 Tourism opportunities providing services that meet the needs of tourist enabling visiting 
without the need for a private vehicle Identify tourism development opportunities  

 Implementation Pathway opportunities for implementation including funding and 
partnerships. 

The South West Region of Western Australia is the most populous and the fastest growing region 
outside the Perth and Peel. With an estimated resident population of 179,791 at June 2019, 
representing an annual growth rate of 1.7% since 2016, it is predicted that the population will reach 
226,380 by 2031.  This population growth together with industrial growth opportunities offered 
through lithium and rare earth mining and processing and the transition from coal-based energy 
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systems to renewables and hydrogen-based processing, will provide employment to support those 
who are moving to the region and cement Bunbury’s role as the regional city.   

The continued development of the tourism industry that already services in excess of a million visitors 
per annum will be supported by the new Busselton Margaret River Airport and Bunbury Port and 
improved rail connection.  This transport infrastructure will assist to attract increasing numbers of 
visitors to enjoy the region’s many culinary, recreational and natural attractions.  This growth and 
development needs to be supported by local and regional transport infrastructure and the 
introduction of a mid-tier transit system will offset the need for more roads, address congestion, 
improve safety and preserve local amenity that could be adversely impacted by increased traffic.  The 
electric mid-tier transit opportunity together with electric cycling and other micro mobility and 
walking will improve community health and wellbeing as well as contributing to a world seeking 
climate action.   

The project builds on many other SBEnrc projects conducted across Australia (including another 
regional centre, Townsville) which has demonstrated a distinct demand for new technology transport 
systems and very strong opportunities for their associated urban development.  The maturing of the 
technologies and how these are being applied elsewhere demonstrates the future for transport is an 
electro mobility system supported by service platforms that will enable seamless travel.  The benefits 
that can accrue from being an early adopter of such innovations are clear in savings on infrastructure 
for State and Local government agencies, the reduced personal cost of mobility, increased per capita 
income, local economic development and the environmental and amenity benefits.   

A few of the lessons learned from the case studies included in the report are the importance of 
interoperability of the system components and not being captive to a single supplier, reliable and 
secure communications technologies to reduce breakdowns and diminish the risk to cybersecurity, 
the need for network and mode integration for seamless travel, the role of branding in gaining 
community ownership and attracting ridership and above all the crucial need for place creation and 
improved amenity as in all urban development over millennia. 

Options 

The routes and staging identified through stakeholder and officer workshops and investigations 
included four short term options for mid-tier transit. 

1. The link from the Australind train station to the Bunbury CBD.  This is the primary need 

identified. There were two vehicle options.  One being the introduction of a trackless tram with 

nodal development that would see place activation and urban infill to support service frequency 

at all times, not only at train arrival and departure.  The other would be to provide better 

connectivity for the Australind train to the CBD.  Improved connectivity for the train could be 

achieved in two ways: through the design of train sets that would see the trains capable of 

operating as train trams or tram trains that would operate as light rail for the last 2km of the 

journey, entering into the city centre; the other would be to change the location of the 

Australind station.  Both options could be feasible due to the investment already committed to 

upgrade the current rolling stock and infrastructure.  A change from diesel to hydrogen fuel cell 

trains or battery-electric trains would also signal a commitment to the region and a move to 

electro mobility.  

2. A tourist and commuter service.  This would link the region by providing a system that connects 

Bunbury and Busselton allowing those that arrive by rail, air or ship to access the region and 

travel without the need for a private vehicle.  Two routes were considered with various options 

for each of these.  The longer route would travel along the old railway line passing through the 
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towns of Dardanup, Boyanup and Capel.  Adding approximately 12 km to the journey it would 

be scenic and assist to service the needs of these towns and provide the uplift to support 

development.  The preferred route was more direct.  The more direct route from Bunbury would 

travel along Bussell Highway deviating onto Forest Road along the old rail corridor and returning 

onto Bussell Highway before entering into the Busselton CBD via Stanley Street and a 

reconfigured carpark before terminating near to the Jetty and new resort development. Both of 

these routes provided good access for tourists and commuters and offer land development 

opportunities. The intracity routes identified for Busselton would service Vasse, Port Geographe 

and Dunsborough and the resort strip and for Bunbury includes the towns and environs of Eaton, 

Glen Iris and Dalyellup, providing connectivity to key destinations such as the health and 

education campus and other neighbourhood centres and tourist attractions.  These routes 

would provide a local electro mobility service that could be supplemented with active modes 

and micro mobility as well as demand-responsive shuttles and shared vehicles. 

Benefits 

As an Australia-first test bed for new freight and passenger capable regional transport technologies, 
the opportunities exist to harness the benefits of early adoption to drive advanced manufacturing, diversify 
population and industry, support regional growth and build sustainable economic, social and 
environmental outcomes. In particular the opportunities that could be created include: 

 Creating employment and economic opportunities through advanced manufacturing of new 

transport systems, composite materials, energy storage technologies and maintenance, 

 Connecting the two major regional population centres of Bunbury and Busselton with a 

sustainable, cost-effective transport solution that creates land value capture corridors to 

support population growth, and links key infrastructure such as Busselton-Margaret River 

Airport to Bunbury Rail and cruise ship terminals, creating drivers for national and international 

tourism growth and access to export markets, 

 Creating regional connectivity to key services across healthcare, education, professional, 

sporting, employment and cultural precincts; and plan for a future of electric, autonomous 

vehicles connecting regional Australia, 

 Improving the environment through battery-powered, TT vehicles that are quiet and emissions-

free, amenable to the unique walkability of the Cities of Bunbury and Busselton, reducing 

emissions, utilising renewable energy, and seamlessly integrating into residential, cultural and 

business precincts, and 

 Reducing road infrastructure wear and tear, and fatalities through fewer vehicles traveling at high 

speed. 

Next Steps 

The transformational change associated with the coalescence of technological advancement in 
energy, transport, urban development and communications requires a coordinated approach to 
adoption of new technology.  This opportunity for behaviour change in mobility is enabled by 
emerging technologies and can be supported through urban design that facilitates micro transit and 
active modes by introducing a semi permeable and greened urban environment that provides greater 
user amenity and safety.  It is essential therefore to create a vision through partnerships between all 
the stakeholders in such a project.  
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The first step in the process would be to identify the core partners needed to take the vision which 
has begun to be outlined here, into a Working Group to progress the concept into a series of delivery 
steps. This will need to develop a preliminary business case to attract the necessary funding to take 
this project forward and to position Bunbury and Busselton as leaders of sustainable mobility. 

This delivery process will also need to provide the feasibility of the options through a high level 15% 
design costed proposal and inclusive of a cost benefit analysis with social and economic impact 
assessment.  It will also consider local manufacturing opportunities and the link to renewable energy 
opportunities.  
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INTRODUCTION 

This study has been prepared to explore the potential benefits to be derived from the early adoption 
of mid-tier transit1 as the key supporting infrastructure of an integrated electro-mobility system and 
catalyst of regional development.  The case study assesses the options and identifies a preferred 
conceptual design as the basis for a project funding submission for preliminary design and preparation 
of a business case.   

The study has been led by Curtin University as part of a Sustainable Built Environment National 
Research Centre (SBEnrc) research project.  The study has been undertaken in partnership with the 
Cities of Bunbury and Busselton and the South West Development Commission and in consultation 
with local stakeholders and the adjoining Shires of Capel and Dardanup. 

The research has identified that there is merit in providing mid-tier transit within the city centres of 
Bunbury and Busselton and creating a priority transit link for tourists and commuters between these 
two important regional centres.  It supports the proposition that a modern rapid transit system, such 
as the trackless tram could provide city shaping infrastructure to meet the needs of a rapidly growing 
population and assist the economic development of both centres.  Both centres have complementary 
roles in the development of the South West; Bunbury as the primary regional centre and port city 
providing regional industrial and service delivery and Busselton as the South West’s centre for tourism, 
events and as the gateway to the region’s food and wine, recreational and natural attractions.   

This study identifies the mid-tier transit options; the vehicles, infrastructure and routes and assesses 
the opportunities for an innovative electro-mobility system.  The study suggests energy, 
communications, and transit integration pathways as the basis of a tech led transition to sustainable 
urban development and driver regional economic growth.   

The report demonstrates how transport initiatives, supported by a strategic vision will result in 
development at key nodes along growth corridors providing amenity, choice and lifestyle options. It 
will support urban consolidation and reduce the potential for urban sprawl, thus protecting the 
character of region, its agricultural land and natural habitat. 

The study shows how a new electro-mobility system with a mid-tier transit spine could support and 
complement existing key regional infrastructure such as the Perth Bunbury Australind rail service and 
the potential fast rail link, the Busselton Margaret River Airport, Bunbury Port, the Bunbury and 
Busselton hospitals, education and employment centres and key attractors such as the Busselton Jetty, 
the Bunbury Regional Entertainment Centre (BREC), Dolphin Discovery Centre, retail and hospitality 
within the town centres and planned infrastructure such as the Busselton city centre resort and 
entertainment /cultural development.   

As a statement of change and regional identity the project is capable of driving behavioural change, 
reducing carbon emissions and less car dependence and demonstrating how tech led transition can 
support sustainable regional growth.  With established power generation and transmission 
infrastructure and mining, and the world largest lithium processing plant soon to open, the 
opportunity exists to derive further value from the project through positioning the region as the centre 
for renewable energy industries, education, products and services.  

                                                           

1 Mid-tier transit are traditionally light rail transit (LRT) and bus rapid transit (BRT) – here we focus on  the option 
of the Trackless Tram Technology  – this is electric, high capacity, multi doors, low floor,  level boarding.  For 
more details see: Frequently Asked Questions Report at -  https://sbenrc.com.au/app/uploads/2020/06/FAQs-
report-on-Trackless-Trams-11-May-2020.pdf - plus other reports about Trackless trams at this website  

 

https://sbenrc.com.au/app/uploads/2020/06/FAQs-report-on-Trackless-Trams-11-May-2020.pdf
https://sbenrc.com.au/app/uploads/2020/06/FAQs-report-on-Trackless-Trams-11-May-2020.pdf
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Most importantly, as the first step the report sets out how the transport system can be delivered 
affordably, and how it will benefit not just tourists and commuters, but the entire region. 

The report has 7 more sections, which cover the following areas of the study process: 
 

 Section 2 presents a context and background to the study process, highlighting the links to 
related bodies of work, 

 Section 3 considers the South West region strategic context and our readiness for mid-tier 
transit, 

 Section 4, looks at the maturing of the technologies and how these are being applied 
elsewhere, 

 Section 5 looks at the drivers for change  

 Section 6 the application of mid-tier transit and electromobility and draws on stakeholder 
perspectives and transport modelling to examine this integrated transport, renewable energy 
and urban system, and its application in the South West 

 Section 7 Implementation challenges and opportunities  

 Section 8 documents what we have learnt from this study and proposes the next steps. 
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BACKGROUND CONTEXT 

This section briefly places this project within the context of previous investigations, highlights the 
range of stakeholders who have been engaged and documents the study process. 

 

Relationship to Previous and Associated Projects 

The Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre has supported research in this area for 
several years. The project builds on this and other work, in particular it draws on experience gained 
in: 

 Project 1.55 Integrated Cities: Procuring Transport Infrastructure through Integrating 
Transport, Land Use and Finance, which produced the report – ‘Delivering Integrated Transit, 
Land Development and Finance: A Guide and Manual with application to Trackless Trams’3 

 The 2018 Perth Consortium study by 5 local authorities and Curtin University into the potential 
of Trackless Trams titled ‘Trackless Trams from Concept to Reality’ which was done in parallel to 
the SBEnrc program; and  

 Project 1.62 –Sustainable Centres of Tomorrow, that focussed on how to create better 
connected and integrated centres using land development opportunities and how innovations 
in transit technology (such as trackless trams and associated innovations in local transport), 
housing and place-making, and how these can be integrated into urban transformation 
projects, particularly those that can include affordable and public housing. 

Collectively, these case studies illustrate the opportunity provided by new forms of mid-tier transit –
which is part of a coalescence of advancements of transport technologies, communications, and 
energy systems. The technology appears to present not only a series of good transport opportunities 
along main roads through its capacity and ‘last mile’ integration, but it provides a unique opportunity 
to achieve the city shaping transformational change.  In particular there is a serious need     to transition 
to electro mobility to achieve cleaner, quieter, and healthier and more accessible cities.  The primary way that 
the city shaping will occur in this new model is along Transit Activated Corridors – as summarised in 
Box 1. 

3 See Project webpage: http://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/ 
 

http://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/
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Key Stakeholders 

As part of the project the study team and the project partners undertook various briefings and 
workshop processes with stakeholders including,  

 Public Transport Authority 

 Department of Transport 

 Department of Planning, Land and Heritage 

 Development WA 

 Main Road WA 

 Australia’s South West (Tourism) 

 Western Power  

 Bunbury Ports  

 South West Development Commission 

 Shire of Dardanup 

 Shire of Capel 

 Bunbury Geographe Economic Alliance 

 Busselton Airport 

 Busselton Margaret River Tourist office  

 Greater Bunbury Commission 

 Chamber of Commerce Bunbury 

 Chamber of Commerce Busselton  

 Western Power 

 The Department of Jobs Tourism and Science and Innovation  

The value of this wide engagement process has been that it has built awareness of the investigation 
process, identified some of the system wide challenges, the associated infrastructure, land 
development and jobs opportunities to be achieved by leading with an integrated electro mobility 
system. 

Study Process 

The study process for this project has been linked into a wider investigation agenda about the city 
shaping potential of the Trackless Trams.  Key elements of that wider process as they relate to this 
project along with aspects of this study process are summarised below. 
 

Wider Study Process 

The Bunbury Busselton case study is one of several other case studies in other Australian cities and 
the research team includes representatives from Curtin University, Griffith and RMIT.  

The case studies are collaborative, engaging with local and state government, development 
professionals, community and NGO representatives to refine and document the design process and 
provide basis for an investment proposition specific to each case study.  The project will create better 
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planning, assessment, procurement, engagement and governance tools for new transit activated 
corridors featuring innovations in technology and new urban regeneration processes. 

The broader outcome will be a Toolbox and database to assist others utilising electro mobility as part 
of the transition to zero carbon cities.   

This Study is the first step in the development and transition towards a new integrated electro mobility 
system, providing the basis for future project stages including a business case and implementation 
framework.   

As the initial stage of the project, this Study has sought to identify and evaluate: 

 the opportunities for new models of integrated transport.  

 how new transport can be used to improve South West connectivity and development of 
Busselton and Bunbury and  

 the potential benefits derived through improved access, innovation, and emergent 
technologies.   

Bunbury Busselton Case Study Process 

The aim of the project is to identify a 21st century transit solution that will support city growth and 
regional economic development through improved accessibility for tourist and residents. 

The 21st century boulevard concept applied in this study is most relevant to the Bunbury and the 
Busselton urban corridors where new urban development can incorporate smart technology and the 
nodes created and existing major destination points can be linked. The project is guided by 
consideration of the following elements: 

 Mid-tier transit options: including a preferred route from Bunbury station to CBD, between 
Bunbury to Busselton, and intracity routes, vehicle / technology options and complementary 
micro and electro mobility solutions 

 Precincts, housing and development opportunities around designated stations 

 Energy integrated renewable energy (solar, wave, waste and wind) aggregated into virtual 
power plants and distributed energy hubs 

 Digital City opportunities for demonstrating state of the art communications, apps, sensors, 
data, machine learning and other smart systems that enable integration and management 
of the innovative urban and transit system.  

 Biophilics opportunities for enhancement of place through greenways and landscape-
oriented design  

 Tourism opportunities providing services that meet the needs of tourist enabling visiting 
without the need for a private vehicle Identify tourism development opportunities  

 Implementation Pathway opportunities for implementation including funding and 
partnerships. 

The study had 3 themes running in parallel - engagement, design and opportunities assessment.  These 
were guided by the key elements outlined above and broadly encompassed the following steps: 

1. Formation of an inter-agency and stakeholder project leadership group (as an expert 
panel) to guide the project throughout this and future stages and support the 
collaborative approach 
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2. Engagement process to identify opportunities and potential barriers and assist with broad 
project support.   

3. Feasibility study identifying technology and route options  

4. Evaluation framework for assessing potential urban development opportunities  

5. Study Report with recommendations, summary and video to share outcomes and assist 
with project progression to a proof-of-concept business case.  
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SOUTH WEST STRATEGIC CONTEXT 
 

Planning for Urban Growth 

The urban transition is impacting communities everywhere. Broader than urban development, the 
impacts of climate change, urbanisation and population growth are occurring at a time of rapid 
industrial change (Newman, 2020). The potential transformational change is becoming evident as 
more consumers take up advances in renewable energy, alternative forms of mobility and become 
more reliant on communication technology for everyday and business activities. 

This section provides an overview of the local, state, national and international strategic and policy 
settings relevant to planning for future urban growth in the South West Region. It asks how 
governments and regulators are responding to the opportunities and threats of this environmental 
and technological future and what electro mobility and md tier transit can do to assist in the transition 
to a connected and distributed service delivery model. 

South West Regional Context  

The South West Region of Western Australia is the most populous and the fastest growing region 
outside the Perth and Peel. With an estimated resident population of 179,791 at June 2019, 
representing an annual growth rate of 1.7% since 2016, it is predicted that the population will reach 
226,380 by 2031. 2 

The South West region is one of the 10 planning regions in Western Australia as defined by the 
Planning and Development Act 2005. The South West region comprises the local governments listed 
below; the WAPC’s South West Regional Planning and Infrastructure Framework groups these into 
three sub-regions, as follows. 

 Bunbury-Geographe Bunbury, Harvey, Dardanup, Capel, Collie, Donnybrook-Balingup 

 Leeuwin-Naturaliste Busselton, Augusta-Margaret River 

 Warren-Blackwood Boyup Brook, Bridgetown-Greenbushes, Nannup, Manjimup 

South West Economy 

The South West Region supports a thriving and diverse export-orientated regional economy, worth in 
excess of $14 billion (2018/19) being 5% of the Gross State Product. The region has benefitted from 
significant economic growth in recent years.  Exports include alumina, coal, titanium dioxide, lithium, 
tantalum and silicon.   

With the world’s largest operating lithium mine and downstream processing at Kemerton and land 
available for industrial development, there is a unique opportunity to capture the benefits from the 
growing demand for lithium and other rare earth products used in the battery and electronics industry 
to build the related manufacturing and refining sector.   

Other significant local industries include energy, agricultural, forestry, fishing, tourism, retail and 
construction.  With all these industries having the opportunities for growth and leadership in 
sustainable practices.  
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Tourism 

Tourism is a key sector with natural attractions the food and wine industry attracting over a million 
local, overseas and interstate visitors.  The wider South West Region of Western Australia is recognized 
as being one of the 35 biodiversity hotspots in the world and national parks and reserves represent 
60% of the total regional area.  Currently tourists are dependent on private vehicles to access the 
region with the opening of the Busselton Margaret River Airport and new rail services planned intercity 
and intracity transport will enable tourist to visit and move around the region without the expense 
and need of a car. 

Energy 

Power generation is a key industrial sector with coal, gas and hydro plants in the region feeding the 
South West Interconnected Grid (SWIS).  Coal mined from the Collie Basin and used in the Collie, Muja 
and Bluewater plants.  According to the National Pollutant Inventory (NPI), Muja Power Station is one 
of the biggest emitters of air pollution in Australia, including high emissions of beryllium, fluoride and 
particulate matter. Carbon Monitoring for Action estimates that, in 2009, Muja Power Station emitted 
5.75 million tonnes of CO2 to generate 5.05 terawatt-hours. In household consumer terms, this 
equates to 1.14 kgs of CO2 per kilowatt-hour compared to Collie Power Station 1.13 kg and Bluewaters 
Power Station 0.825kg.   

Western Power has responsibility for the transmission of power in the region and has reviewed the 
capacity and condition of the Picton South network, a sub network of the Bunbury load area, spanning 
from Picton to Augusta.  

Approximately 46,000 customers are supplied within Picton South, with a mix of residential, 
commercial, industrial and agricultural electricity consumers. Ageing infrastructure and lack of 
capacity to service growth and replacement of the 66kV network is driving investment in new 
infrastructure. 

The Picton South network is one of the few remaining pockets of Western Power’s network still 
operating at a 66kV transmission voltage. A significant number of these assets are approaching or have 
already exceeded their expected replacement life, with many assets also in degraded condition, 
resulting in multiple safety, reliability of supply and system security risks.  The two 132/66kV Picton 
terminal transformers are 52 years old and in degraded condition, critical in providing supply to the 
entire Picton South 66kV network the replacement of these transformers is required to avoid the initial 
loss of supply to the 46,000 customers across the region. 

The proposed investment options outlined in the Options Paper3 does consider the impact of 
renewables and roof top solar but does not consider the battery options or the impact of widespread 
Electric Vehicle adoption. 

Bunbury Geographe Sub Region  

The Bunbury-Geographe sub-region covers 6,146 square kilometres of land in WA’s South West 
region. The City of Bunbury is the largest city in Western Australia outside Perth and Peel.  Bunbury is 
identified as a Primary Regional Centre and is the principal commercial, administrative, educational, 
recreation, community and industrial centre for the South West. Established in 1836 it has a rich 
cultural heritage, a vibrant city centre, valuable port and social infrastructure and is well placed in a 
strategic location to service the South West community.  The Port of Bunbury is currently the ninth 
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biggest port in Australia by tonnage throughput and it has been identified as having the potential to 
grow to be the fifth largest. The Port of Bunbury is the port for the region’s bulk products exports and 
is critical to the region’s economy. 

Leeuwin-Naturaliste Sub-Region 

Located 230kms south of Perth, the City of Busselton has a current population of 39,623 and a total 
land area of 1,455km2, the City of Busselton has five town centres Busselton, Vasse, Dunsborough, 
Yallingup and Eagle Bay.  The main industries are tourism, retail, agriculture, forestry, fishing, 
viticulture, construction and mining.  The City of Busselton is also home to the largest FIFO workforce 
outside metropolitan Perth.  

Transport Strategies and Vision 

Both the City of Bunbury and the City of Busselton have relevant strategies and visions for the 
sustainable development of the region and improved accessibility in modes other than private 
vehicles.  

Bunbury Integrated Land Use and Transport Vision 2030 

In 2006 the City of Bunbury commissioned GHD and ARRB to develop the Bunbury Integrated Land 
Use and Transport Vision 2030, Integrated Land Use & Transport Strategy.  The Strategy provided a 
vision for the City: 

To provide an improved quality of life to the people of The City of Bunbury through a balanced 
transport system built on sustainable transport and land use options.  

In realising the transport vision a number of objectives were identified these include the following: 

 Build an integrated and balanced transport system reflecting regional needs and future 
growth to provide: 

 Improved connectivity between local and regional destinations, 

 Accessible and liveable communities, 

 A range of transport options that promote an improved quality of life, 

 Safe and convenient public transport for the whole community,  

 Solutions that promote commercial prosperity and maximise the region’s natural resources, 
and  

 Creation of urban villages centred at key transport nodes, based on public transport and 
walkable catchments 

Achieving this vision will require: 

 More walking and cycling, 

 Greater use of public transport, 

 Trucks predominantly using identified routes, 

 Altered parking supply, location and operation, 

 Competitive alternatives to private cars, 

 Safety for all road users, 

 Economically efficient transport and Council actions, 

 Reduced environmental and social effects, and more consolidated and diverse mixes of land 
use. 
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The Strategy set mode share targets in line with the Metropolitan Transport Strategy (MTS).  These 
included walking 12.5%; cycling 11.5%; public transport 12.5%; car driver 46%; car passenger 11.5%; 
other 2%; teleworking 4%. 

It provided separate visions for each transport mode: walking and cycling. parking, public transport, 
traffic movements and also a vision for integrated land use.  

The area of most relevance to this study is that concerned with public transport and it identified the 
challenges for significantly enhancing public transport in Bunbury, including: 

 Most people in Bunbury use the private car for the great majority of trips, 

 Most people are unlikely to use buses as an alternative to the car, 

 Relatively easy access to cheap (or free) parking contributes to low public transport patronage. 

The following public transport enhancement strategies were recommended: 

 More direct bus routes. 

 Introduction of attractive bus stops and shelters. 

 Removal of existing CBD bus terminus and replacement with on-street bus stops. 

 Implementation of park-and-ride facilities, including the introduction of a bus service free 
transit zone (ftz), 

 Introduction of the public transport service concept, 

 More frequent bus services, 

 Better bus scheduling and hours of operation, 

 Public sector / land developer partnerships to introduce bus services at development start-
up,  

 Develop an integrated, multi-modal Bunbury accessibility scheme based on the “go Bunbury” 
model. 

The Strategy also identified actions to bring about change as listed below:  

 Provide / improve infrastructure, 

 Operate infrastructure, 

 Regulation and enforcement, 

 Education, information sharing and  

 Research, 

 Auditing, 

 Guidelines, 

 Policies, 

 Promotion, 

 pilot projects, 

 reviews, 

 programs, 

 communication, 

 processes, 

 pricing, and 

 others. 
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Relevant to the route design for mid-tier transit was the work done on the positioning of the railway 
station.  Then then, as now, was the preference to see the train come into the city centre.  This was 
considered to be unachievable due to rail corridor requirements.  The solution offered in the Strategy 
was to relocate the station to Eelup Roundabout where it could form a mode interchange, with bus 
services and regional rail centered on Bunbury and potentially connecting to Manjimup, Collie, 
Busselton and Margaret River.  The relocation of the existing railway station would facilitate land use 
rationalisation in the area and enable the re-configuration of east-west road connections so that the 
communities of Wollaston and Carey Park achieve improved integration.  

The report also identified routes for a future mid-tier transit solution with the network radiating from 
the new transit interchange along key routes: - 

1. Sandridge Road and Blair Street (into the CBD); 

2. Sandridge Road, Blair Street (south), Bussell Hwy, Parade Rd (terminating at the Dalyellup 
District Centre); and 

3. Australind Bypass, Eaton Dr, Paris Rd (connecting the urban centres of Eaton, proposed East 
Australind and the Australind). 

Many of the public transport recommendations have been actioned and have not achieved the 
required change in behaviour.  Routes have been simplified, shelters improved and trials of more 
frequent services.  The removal of the bus station in the city is still under consideration and the pros 
and cons of this is discussed further in this report as is the recommendation for the train station 
relocation. Although the public transport gains are yet to be realized the cycle network has been much 
improved and the subsequent Bunbury Bicycle Plan 2010 undertook an audit of the existing cycle 
infrastructure and proposed upgrades and extensions to provide a comprehensive and safe network 
for recreational and commuter cyclists. This work is ongoing with connections from key areas such as 
Glen Iris currently under construction.  The improvements in the cycle networks are annually funded 
through the Shared Path funding scheme that contributes matching funding to that provided by the 
City.  A cycle network from Bunbury to Busselton being proposed by the Shire of Capel in the Bunbury 
Wellington 2050 Cycling Strategy.  This route would be highly complementary to the proposed 
trackless tram or other transit link between the towns with the ability for cyclists to travel one way or 
to get on and off for part of the route. 

 

Existing Public Transport Busselton and Bunbury 

The PTA contracts the operation of the public transport system in Busselton and Bunbury town centre.  
These contracts were renewed in 2015 and expire in 2025.  The estimated contract value as reported 
on the Tenders WA website was approximately $60m for the 10-year period for the six Bunbury routes 
(map shown below) and $30m for the three Busselton routes.  There is low ridership on all routes with 
school trips accounting for most travel.  Community engagement has identified demand in the 
community for improved services and trials increasing frequency and route variations has failed to 
attract significant additional patronage to justify the expense.  This has been based on traditional 
service provision and new mobility supported by urban design has been demonstrated elsewhere to 
bring about the behaviour change.  Hence there would seem both demand for improved service and 
the need to provide something different that is linked to urban development to attract ridership and 
reduce car dependency. 
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. 

 
Figure 1: Bunbury City Bus Routes (Source PTA https://www.pta.wa.gov.au) 
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Figure 2: Busselton Town Bus Routes (Source PTA https://www.pta.wa.gov.au) 

 

Community and Social Context  

To consider the social need and potential impact of the proposal the community profile is included 
below. A social impact assessment can include both qualitative and quantitative impacts.  The social 
impacts consider the baseline data the changes (both positive and negative) likely to occur from the 
provision of integrated electro mobility system. 
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Community Profile  

Baseline information is taken from the 2016 Census.  It indicates that there is significantly less public 
transport ridership in Busselton (2%) and Bunbury (2.7%) compared to Greater Perth (9.2%) and the 
State (8.8%).  The census information provided below provides a comparison of demographic and 
wellbeing indicators.  This indicates areas where there is significant variation in the Busselton and 
Bunbury LGAs compared to the metropolitan area and State.   

2016 Bunbury LGA Busselton 

LGA 

State Greater 

Perth 

Population  102,644 36,686 2,474,410 1,943,858 

Median age 39 42 36 36 

Over 65 15% 19.7% 14% 13.8% 

Under 15 21% 20.4% 19.3% 19.1% 

People per HH 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.6 

Median HH Income $1,396 $1,300 $1,595 $1,643 

Homes owned/mortgaged 70% 68.7% 68.2% 70% 

Unemployment  8.1% 5.7% 7.8% 8.1% 

Car ownership none 4% 3.3% 4.9% 4.9% 

Car ownership 1 29.6% 32% 31.6% 32.2% 

Car ownership 2 or more 63.2% 61.4% 60.4% 60.2% 

Australian born 71% 74.3% 60.3% 57.3% 

Tertiary Qualification 11.5% 14.4% 20.5% 22.9% 

Professional 14.3% 15% 20.5% 22.2% 

Labourer 13.4% 12.6% 9.7% 9% 

Trade 19.4% 18.4% 16.2% 15.6% 

Clerical and Administration  11.4% 10.9% 13% 13.6% 

Machinery Operators 10.4% 6.9% 7.5% 6.5% 

Community Service 10.3% 11% 10.6% 10.8% 

Managers 9.7% 13.2% 12% 11.5% 

Sales 9.4% 10.6% 8.8% 9.2% 

Journey to work by car 75.9% 71% 70.4% 71.3% 

Public transport  2.7% 2% 9.2% 10.3% 

Volunteers 21% 24.8% 19% 17.9% 

Couples without children  40.8% 43.8% 38.5% 37.5% 

Single parent families 15.6 13.6% 14.5% 14.5% 

Lone person households 23.6% 22.7% 23.6% 23% 

Unoccupied private dwellings 13.4% 26.6% 13.3% 11% 

Dwelling type -Single house 87.6% 87.2% 79.1% 76.9% 

No home internet 15.7% 13.3% 12.5% 11.2% 

Rental stress 11.3% 11.1% 9.7% 9.9% 

Mortgage Stress 7.8% 7.8% 8.6% 9.3% 

Table 1: Comparative Community Profile 

 

The South West region is within easy driving distance (approximately 2 hours to Bunbury and 2.5 hours 
to Busselton) of the Perth CBD.  However, the demographic indicators for Bunbury and Busselton local 
government areas differ from Greater Perth and the State in aspects highlighted in the table above.  
Most notably the population as a whole is older, less affluent, and not as highly educated.  The 
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population is less ethnically diverse with a far greater proportion of people being Australian born.  
Significantly less people are tertiary educated in Bunbury and Busselton and the employment profile 
is very different with less professionals and a greater percentage employed in trades, semi and 
unskilled jobs.  There is less housing diversity with a larger percentage of separate dwellings and less 
apartments and flats.  Rental stress, where rent is greater than 30% of income is higher in Bunbury 
and Busselton than in Greater Perth and the State.  In Bunbury there is a greater number of homes 
without internet.  

Bunbury and Busselton have a higher median age reflected by the larger percentage of those aged 
over 65 years yet have similar numbers of young people aged under 15years.   

 
Figure 3: Age Distribution (source ABS) 

The map above sourced from the ABS and selected at statistical area level 2 (SA2) provides a more 
nuanced view of where those aged over 65 years reside.  It shows that within the city centre areas 
over a 5th of the population is aged over 65.  This age group and those under 17, together representing 
almost half the population would benefit from improved public transport. 
 

Accessibility, Equity and Well Being  

One of the key attributes of md tier transit is the social benefits it brings to communities through 
improved public transport access.  

The following graphic based on research undertaken in Portland Oregon assesses commute wellbeing 
by mode (Smith 2017).  This suggests wellbeing increases when the commute is either by bicycle, 
walking or mid-tier transit.  Wellbeing for all other modes is dependent on the travel comfort and level 
of congestion. 
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Figure 4: Well Being by Mode (Smith2017) 

The modelling shows that along with travel mode, traffic congestion, travel time, income, general 
health, attitudes about travel, job satisfaction and residential satisfaction also play important roles in 
shaping commute well-being. Results in this study add further evidence that people who bike and walk 
to work are happier with their commutes and are relatively unaffected by traffic congestion compared 
to bus and car commuters. The findings suggest opportunities for policymakers to market active 
transport more effectively. 4  In Busselton and Bunbury, the opportunities for commuters to walk and 
in particular cycle or use new electro mobility options are extensive due to the scale and composition 
of the city centres.  To provide an efficient and supportive transport network mid-tier transit plays and 
important role that cannot be duplicated by bus. 

SNAMUTS modelling for Greater Perth below maps accessibility based on a 2016 model. As can be 
seen in by the increased areas of green the introduction of a mid-tier transit route in place of many 
bus routes improves accessibility.   

                                                           

4 Smith, O., 2017 Commute Wellbeing Differences by Mode; Evidence from Portland Oregon USA, Journal of 
Transport and Health 4 p 246-254 
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Figure 5: SNAMUTS Perth 2016 and Trackless Tram Option 2031 

This research on mode and wellbeing is confirmed in practice with several international examples 
where many bus routes have been replaced with a much fewer mid-tier transit routes. Despite a 
greater distance between stops good walking and cycling infrastructure and the modification of roads 
and built form to provide a more permeable urban environment favouring active modes has found 
that communities reported their access and level of service provision is improved. 

 

Social Benefit of Improved Transport  

The proposed transport innovation as a demonstration project and first stage tech led development 
initiative has the potential to deliver social and economic benefits.  Ideally suited to support growth 
in Bunbury and Busselton it will provide employment and training opportunities in emerging 
industries, will attract and support a professional workforce and broaden the demographic profile, 
through associated land intensification it will provide local investment, increased services, housing 
diversity and affordability.  For existing residents’ access and amenity will be improved.  Active 
transport (walking, cycling scootering etc) will be supported through supporting infrastructure 
investment and landscaping, a higher uptake of active transport, electric personal mobility and electric 
public transport will lessen congestion and emissions.  The cost of living is reduced through reduced 
travel and energy costs savings and diversified housing.  As has been demonstrated elsewhere the 
socio-economic impact of tech led development is an increase in per capita income.  A key aspect 
where the south west lags Perth and the State.   
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Evolving Public Transport and Mid-Tier Transit Systems  

The following section provides examples of mid-tier transit and innovation. 

Examples of the Evolution in Public Transport and Personal Mobility 

Achieving the most efficient use of current and proposed transport networks, services and social 
infrastructure is a critical element of planning for this future population growth within a consolidated 
urban form. To accommodate future population growth and ensure efficiency of the transport system 
is not compromised, there is a recognised need to integrate urban and employment nodes with 
transport infrastructure and services, including upgrading and adapting to the new modes and 
methods for providing mobility and public transport services.  

The following are relevant examples of transport led development catalysed by mid-tier transit are 
well documented and the following examples from the Gold Coast as well as international examples 
from Montpellier and Amiens in France, Malmo a coastal industrial town in Sweden, Portland and 
Cleveland in the USA, Belfast in Ireland provide relevant case studies for mid-tier integrated public 
transport system in Bunbury and Busselton.  Additionally, an overview of the new trackless tram 
technology in Zhuzhou China and a case study from Finland examines the opportunities and also the 
risks of transitioning to a modern integrated system that includes digital and smart technology to 
provide a people focused MaaS (mobility as a service) operational model. 
 

The Gold Coast 

Although the Gold Coast has significant density and a built form that for many in the community 
provides an example of the very development they don’t want.  The process by which the project was 
delivered in an Australian political and legal context justifies its relevance.  The Gold Coast has 3x the 
population approaching 600,000 residents and higher urban density 1,428 persons per km2.  The Gold 
Coast also caters for around 60,000 extra visitors each day.  Implementing light rail on the Gold Coast 
has been a lengthy process and provides relevant lessons in what to expect as a place grows.  

The Gold Coast City Council launched its first integrated transport plan in 1998, when its population 
was about 360,000.  A key element of the integrated transport plan was a mid-tier transit route that 
would link the city’s major centres and emerging residential communities and be integrated with 
feeder buses and the regional Gold Coast Railway line.  Prior to this plan there were proposals for a 
freeway extension along the beachfront and major road upgrades planned.  

In 1999 with the plan for light rail adopted, the Council commenced preparation.  It introduced a 
transport levy for the light rail and multi-modal road and public transport projects, commenced street 
amenity upgrades and took control of the roads from the State.  Through traffic was removed from 
the town centre and the Surfers Paradise Boulevard created. This key initiative to calm traffic and 
pedestrianize the area had significant impact on development and attracted a lot of private 
investment independent of the light rail that was still 14 years to realization. 

In 2001 the Council partnered with the State and Commonwealth Governments to undertake a 
feasibility study the confirmed a light rail route from Parkwood Station to Broadbeach was a viable 
option and this progressed to a business case by 2006. A fundamental assumption of the business case 
was that the project would improve community well-being and livability rather than focus solely on 
being a transport solution for moving people. 

The business case involved option assessment with light rail being preferred to BRT.  The business case 
also shortened the route to run from Gold Coast University to Southport Parklands a distance of 13km.  
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Future extensions were proposed to link to the existing Helensvale rail station, and this was instead of 
the proposed Parkwood station and a future connection to the airport was also identified.   

To commence the project Council provided $120m in 2008 and gained $365m from the 
Commonwealth in 2009 with the State matching the acquired funds by contributing $464m.   

In 2010 Council commenced work on the Hospital Station and roadwork in South Beach. In 2011 the 
GoldLinq Consortium comprised of Bombardier, Keolis, Downer ED, McConnell Dowell and Plenary 
Group were awarded the contract to build and operate the light rail for a period of 18 years.  The cost 
of construction of the 13km route with 16 stations and a depot was $1.6b.  The first stage opened in 
July 2014 and the subsequent stage commenced in 2016 to link to the heavy rail station at Helensvale 
a distance of 7.3km with 3 additional stations. This was completed in time for the Commonwealth 
Games in 2018.  The 20km route with 19 stations is currently operating with 18 Bombardier Flexity 
43.5m trains with overhead catenary.  The average speed is 27kph and the top speed 70kph, headways 
are 7minutes at peak and 30minutes off peak.  When first opened the service recorded 5million 
passenger movements annually. With the proposed 6km stage 3 Burleigh Heads extension to be 
completed by 2023 there is an expectation the route will account for 16million passenger movements 
by 2031.   
 

Lessons Learned 

The progression of the Gold Coast light rail project has demonstrated some important lessons: 

 Having a vision and objective that is about more than transit is vital (city building, social and 
environmental) 

 Planning and realising the vision can take many years. 

 Planning needs to commence early to accommodate future projected populations 

 Control of the roads by the Council is useful in commencing works 

 With a clear vision and undertaking the enabling early works to improve amenity and reduce 
car access significant development can occur and support funding for the transport 
implementation.  

 Councils can lead the project and partner with other levels of Government and private sector 
to deliver. 

 Transit can be a catalyst for complementary development. 

 It is important to educate the community throughout the project to approach; and engage 
them in the vision. 

 

Portland, Oregon 

Situated on the north-west coast of the United States, Portland Oregon is a city of 590,000 people 
within the broader metropolitan area of 2.2milion.  In 1974, against the advice of transport planners, 
the city commenced a program to reduce the impact of cars within the city and closed Harbor Drive 
(a waterfront freeway) and turn it into a pedestrian and tourist zone.  At the same time the City 
terminated a freeway project and redirected the funds towards a light rail and transit mall in the 
downtown city area.  

Construction of the first 24 km of light rail commenced in 1984 and was completed in 1986 and was 
extended to a system 84km with 85 stations.  The system is supported by other mid-tier transit in the 
form of BRT and feeder buses. The system is being expanded by 11km.  Recognizing the importance 
of land use and transit in 1979 prior to construction of the mid-tier transit, the City adopted an urban 
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growth boundary that prevented sprawl and resulted higher density development well served by 
transit.  This was unpopular and the City later introduced concessions that enabled some greenfield 
development to provide more lifestyle choice. 

 

Figure 6: Portland Light Rail (Source CNU, A Public Square 
https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/2017/05/15/we-need-infrastructure-serves-multiple-purposes) 

 

The experience of Portland shows: 

 It is possible to resume road space and not destroy the city’s transport system. 

 The light rail took a long time from planning to construction. 

 A vision of a less car dominant city was at the heart of the mid-tier transit plans. 

 Mode integration and feeder buses are important elements of the system. 

 There needs to be housing diversity and choice not everyone wants to live in dense urban 
environments; and 

 Properties along the light rail corridors, particularly near stations increased in value. 

 

Euclid Avenue Cleveland   

Euclid Avenue Cleveland is famous for transport innovation.  In 1914 the first traffic lights were 
installed on the corner of Euclid Avenue and East 105th Street.  Today Cleveland has a population of 
approximately 390,000 and the corridor is an example of successful transport lead urban regeneration.  
Estimated to have returned $9.5b over the 10 year period it has 6million passenger boardings per 
annum.   
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From the early 1890’s until 1952 electric streetcars ran on Euclid Avenue and crisscrossed the city until 
being replaced by buses.  Three decades after the removal of the streetcars traffic congestion, poor 
patronage and the need for urban regeneration and growth prompted investigations of how to 
connect the city’s two major commercial districts.   

The vision for mid-tier transit commenced with a study commission in 1985.  This raised the options 
of an underground metro, light rail and reinstatement of the streetcars.  In 1995 another study 
suggested bus rapid transit (BRT). The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (GCRTA) got 
behind the idea of BRT.  The engineering design commenced in 1996, and the final plan completed in 
2002, the project was funded in 2004 and by 2008 the 11km Cleveland Healthline was operational.  
The total project cost was $200m being $168.5m for transport infrastructure and $31.5m for 
streetscape and amenity upgrades. The project was funded 60% by the federal government and 40% 
by the city   

Constructed prior to the introduction of the BRT Standard and targeting transport infrastructure 
funding from the federal New Starts Program that prioritised fixed guideway transit, a requirement 
was the line needed to provide a rail like level of service and outcome. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Healthline Cleveland USA Image: https://www.sasaki.com/projects/euclid-avenue-
healthline-bus-rapid-transit/ 
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The project achieved the following objectives.  

 Increase transit system efficiency - Higher ridership from fewer buses and stops with local 
buses rationalised  

 Reduce travel times from 40 minutes to 28minutes 

 Increase convenience and accessibility 

 Bus ridership increased from 9,000 daily to 16,000 passengers. Continues to increase by 5% 
annually. 

 Provide a focus for private development around transit stops this catalysed investment. 

 Improve quality of life and amenity for those working and living in the corridor - frequent 
faster transport, more housing, entertainment and local work, activated streets, cultural 
identity and amenity 

 Improve the streetscape and amenities to increase liveability 

 Less noise and diesel particulates, now 1,500 trees plants in corridor, cycle lanes and wider 
footpaths 

 Improved safety 

 Improved safety for pedestrians, cyclists, and transit users  

 Improve regional access to employment, health services, cultural and educational 
destinations. 

 Links destinations, health and university campuses connected to transit and now interface 
with street previously turned back to it. 

The service characteristics are important factors in the project’s success. The Healthline operates 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week.  During the weekday peak buses at 5 minutes frequency, increasing to 15 
minutes in early evening and 30 minutes late at night. It replaced 108 existing stops with 36 stations 
with ticketing at stations to facilitate speedy boarding from all doors. Vehicles are 21 m long low floor 
and hybrid electric with 5 sets of doors double doors 2 sets each side to enable the vehicle to run curb 
side and centre running at different parts of the route.  Platform level boarding, close docking, station 
real time service information. 

Lessons Learned 

 Light rail was not affordable in this context 

 Linked destinations - institutions and attractions 

 Amenity upgrade to corridor to make it more walkable and cycle friendly (new bike lanes) 

 Reduction in stops  

 Branding of vehicles and place through stations and bespoke vehicles  

 Improved service frequency and reliability 

 Faster travel times from 40 minutes to 28 minutes 

 Vehicles offered a higher level of comfort over standard buses – less vibration, noise, pollution 
being hybrid electric replacing diesel, larger, more windows, double doors both sides,  

 

Montpellier, France 

Montpellier is a city of 600,000 in the south of France. Located 10km from the coast it has experience 
the strongest economic and population growth in the country since 2000.  Home to the world’s first 
university (established in 1220) a quarter of the population are students.  The city is connected by 
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regional rail and includes TGV fast rail and has the Montpellier Mediterranee Airport to the southeast 
of the city. 

In the late 1980s when the impacts of growth began to undermine the city’s quality of life the local 
government adopted a new urban development vision based on containing sprawl and reducing car 
dependence through uptake of mass transit. In 2002 the mode share for the car was over 90% and it 
was decided that a better public transport system was needed to get people out of their cars.  The 
City Council examined BRT and LRT before choosing LRT. The development potential was the major 
reason for the choice as well as capacity and insurance of a dedicated right of way getting vehicles out 
of the city and creating a pedestrian friendly environment. Engagement with the community in the 
vision not just for the transport but for the city was a key factor in the success of the project and this 
is evidenced in the 70% satisfaction rate for the accessibility and traffic re-organisation in the city 
centre.  

Service characteristics of the Montpellier system includes 56km of rail with four lines - the final line 
began operating in April 2012. 

 Line 1 is 15 kilometres, in service since 2000, and the framework for the future network on 
the major development axis, it includes a 180 metre tunnel. 

 Line 2 is 20 kilometres, in service late 2006, is built on the historical axis of communication 
lines. 

 Line 3 is 22 kilometres and extends to the coast; and 

 Line 4 is 8 kilometres and is a city loop connecting across the three radial lines. 

 
Figure 8: Grassed track LRT Montpellier (Source Jean-Louis Zimmermann on Flickr) 

 

The system is supported by a large bike sharing scheme Velomagg that commenced in 2007 with 1200 
cycles and 50 stations.  Ridership of the light rail estimated to be 220,000 passengers per day. Similar 
to Amiens local artists were employed to design a corporate livery which the city believes encapsulates 
its qualities of warmth, conviviality and dynamism.  

All lines have grassed corridors as it is considered to dampen noise by 4-5 dB and discourages cars 
from driving on the track. Rolling stock is the Alstom Citadis 301 and 302 originally 30m long on some 
lines the vehicles have needed to be extended to 5 carriage 40m trains to meet capacity demands. 
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The Alsom Citadis trams also have a variant called the Citidis Dualis that can run on a tramway network 
and on the regional rail network. 78 Citadis Dualis tram-trains are running in France today, including 
30 in Île-de-France, 24 in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes and 24 in Pays-de-la-Loire.  These vehicles provide an 
option for intercity and inner city travel on the same vehicle.  Running as heavy rail at higher speeds 
between towns and then as tram on grassed track and through town centres able to operate catenary 
free with induction charging at station and on route or as hydrogen fuel cell versions for long journey 
times. 
 
Montpellier Lesson Learned 

 Branding and distinctive system local art giving character to rolling stock 

 More than transport it was a city building project and resulted in social and economic 
development and city revitalization; 

 The mid-tier transit was part of a wider transformation of the movement and road network 
with traffic management of the town centre a particular focus. 

 Strong modal integration between bikes, LRT and buses that can use LRT platforms. 

 LRT integration with pedestrians, cyclists and town centre commerce is clearly demonstrated, 
and town centre quality is a model for all cities. 

 Rationalized bus system to reduce buses in city centre to improve amenity and more 
pedestrianization. 

 As demand increases having the ability to lengthen trains is useful 

 Marketing of the system is particularly strong, and the system has been embraced by the 
community. 

 Park-and-ride and the restructuring of the bus network as feeders routes. 

 Dedicated right of way with signal priority, essential to maintain the running speeds of an 
average of 20km/h; and 

 Coordinated central control system for the tram and bus  

Amiens France 

Amiens is a city in northern France approximately 120km from Paris.  With a population of 
approximately 133,891 it is similar to Bunbury.  It has the largest university hospital in France with a 
capacity of 1,200 beds. Population density is 2,700 per km2.  The town is a tourist destination having 
1,600 heritage listed places and monuments as well as the being the birthplace of the author Jules 
Verne.   

In 2002 Amiens launched its first Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP).  A SUMP set targets and 
measure to achieve sustainable mobility and is integrated with urban development and a city vision.  
In Amiens two notable areas of focus were to provide improved public spaces and to reduce car 
dependence, the latter with a target that 1 in every 2 trips would be by public transport or bicycle by 
2023. A proposal in 2002 was to introduce light rail was unrealized and thought uneconomic by Council 
and an electric BRT solution was approved and implemented in 2019 
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Figure 9: Irizar IE trams at the deport in Amiens (source: Marie Verschuer) 

The Amentis BRT system is stylized electric tram buses with a capacity for 110 passengers.  A 
competition to design the vehicles distinctive livery was conducted with the Jules Verne theme 
selected.  There are 4 routes covering 58km and travelling 7 million km per year.  The system has a 
central control system and the vehicles run mostly in dedicated rights of way and have some signal 
priority.  Charging at the depot overnight the vehicles also have 5 minutes opportunity charging at the 
route termini. 

Other system attributes include: 

 16 million annual journeys predicted by the end of 2024 

 50 comfortable BRT system stations, with level boarding 

 USB sockets on the seats and on-board real-time vehicle and route information displays 

 service from 4am to midnight 

 14 Tempo lines (previously school bus routes) 

 12 "convenience network" bus routes providing neighbourhoods with comprehensive 
coverage, connected to the Nemo routes via transfer hubs 

 1 free city centre shuttle 

 4 on-demand transport services 

 2,000 short-hire and long-hire rental bikes, including 970 e-bikes 

 4 open park-and-ride facilities on the outskirts of the network where people can easily park 
and then use public transport to get into the town centre in 15 to 20 minutes 

 1 car-sharing service (to be launched soon) 

 

The operation centre and depot are collocated, and the facility included a servicing workshop and 
overhead pantograph charging stations for each vehicle. 

The system has been successful, and patronage has increased significantly with more than 25,000 
boardings a day.  There has been a good uptake of the bicycle plans.  The vehicles have had some 
teething problems including some minor failure of charging infrastructure and a more major issue with 
vehicle braking hydraulics freezing.  There was an expectation and planning for some level of failure 
due to this being the first large deployment of the new vehicles.  With a backup plan for buses to cover 
start up system issues passengers have not been too inconvenienced. However, the operator Keolis 
and City have been disappointed with the performance of the vehicles and issues due to propriety 
equipment.   
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Lessons Learned    

 An integrated multimodal network is effective in changing behaviour and attracting ridership 

 Branding of buses creates interest and initial support but this is hard to maintain if the 
performance is not as expected 

 When introducing new technology, it is good to have system resilience such as the backup 
buses that could run on the same route 

 Propriety equipment presents a greater risk when failure occurs 

 

Vauban Germany 

Vauban is suburb of Freiburg where a greenfield development sought to showcase sustainability and 
transit-led development.  In Vauban parking is decoupled from housing and there are very low levels 
of car ownership. The community is very sustainability focussed with a number of alternative and 
organic retailers, one point that was noticed was the lack of coffee shops and restaurants in the 
suburbs with these being located in the town centre encouraging community gathering, vibrancy and 
a sense of ownership of the old town. There are bicycle lockers adjacent to multi-unit dwellings and 
bicycle paths for convenient safe storage of bicycles.  Car use is discouraged within the residential area 
with speed limited to 5kph with the neighbourhood.  The suburb has less social diversity having 
attracted well-educated and advantaged like-minded residents.  Vauban has car sharing and a solar 
garage, with a supermarket underneath similar to those in Malmo. Often public transport is adjacent 
making it an easier choice to take the bus and leave the car in the garage.  The street network is also 
semi permeable with lanes and connectors that are open the walkers and cyclists but closed to cars.  
This means that it is easy to move through the suburb less constrained by street blocks and a more 
direct route is possible.  Many of the lanes and paths are green and shady.  There was a noticeable 
lack of lighting on these connecting paths with the light spill from residences that overlook them used 
to illuminate much of the area.  
 

 
Figure 10: Bicycle lockers in Vauban (source: Marie Verschuer) 
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Lesson Learned 

 Decoupling parking from homes encourages walking and cycling and provides opportunities 
for more dense urban form and greening of the environment  

 Semi-permeable suburbs make walking and cycling more convenient and pleasurable 

 Having the recreational and social focus in the city centre in smaller towns ensure vibrancy 
and city identity and encourage a connected society. 

 

Zhuzhou China 

The ART vehicle rubber tyred tram developed by CRRC and first deployed in Zhuzhou in 2017, with an 
initial route of 6.5km.  The Zhuzhou route is straight and level and has 7 stations one being temporary.  
Part of the route was constructed over a grassed median without required pavement strengthening 
and this resulted in significant deformation of the pavement within the first year of operation.  
Highway quality pavement construction standards have now been recommended for the vehicle 
operation.  A 17 km system in operation in Yibin since 2019 that has greater variation in the operating 
environment and there have not been reports of significant pavement damage to date.   

The ART systems in operation are 30m long vehicles (a 3-car set) and carry up to 300 passengers.  
Vehicles powered by lithium–titanate batteries can travel 40 kilometres when fully charged with 
opportunity flash charging at 10-kilometre intervals is recommended for continuous operation.  The 
vehicle is also available in 5 car sets but has a greatly reduced battery range that currently limits 
viability.  Battery range and pavement impact is being addressed in the later generation of vehicles.   

With intelligent vehicle technologies including lidar, radar, GPS, lane assist and optical guidance enable 
the vehicle to operate autonomously in the right conditions.  A driver is required at this stage to be 
able take over operation if one of the guidance systems loses the ability to operate (this could include 
typically GPS loss of signal or obscured white line optical track or other) as all guidance systems are 
required to be operational to allow autonomous operation. 

Being rail and catenary free the vehicle can detour in manual operation to avoid incidents and the cost 
and disruption of construction is considerably less than light rail.   

The Value of Corridors and Mid-tier Transit 

Road based public transport in Western Australia is provided by buses, some in Perth that run with 
peak hour priority lanes.  As demonstrated above in response to traffic impacts on cities congestion 
and economic cost of public transport provision and other drivers there is a trend towards the 
adoption of mid-tier transit (BRT and LRT) where frequency, dedicated lanes and signal priority 
provides a high level of service and attracts greater patronage.   

As demonstrated in the examples outlined above the success of mid-tier transit can be achieved across 
the range of mid-tier vehicles, catalysing development, and attracting ridership.  What is important is 
the service quality, activation, amenity and attractiveness of the station precincts and the mode 
integration.  

The increasing use of battery electric vehicles are providing systems that are more comfortable quieter 
and emissions-free, these together with new micro-mobility (scooters, e-bikes etc) and shared 
personal transit integrated with corridor transit are providing efficient last mile solutions and 
opportunities for a service model that is more efficient and personalized.  Micro mobility and active 
transport also has social advantages of affordability and health benefits as well as reducing traffic 
impacts, noise, pollution and improving the safety and livability of residential streets.   The economic 
impacts flowing from street activation (e.g. greater interaction between commuters and businesses) 
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is a benefit in commercial areas.  These vehicles are also cost effective providing affordable mobility 
and health benefits associated with active transport.   

There is evidence of the importance of integrating place and last mile modes with the mid-tier transit 
and the examples cited above all have benefited from good integration with other modes and 
complementary urban form.  The rationalisation of bus routes to a few legible mid-tier transit routes 
has resulted in a 30% increase ridership, decreased operating costs and positive community response 
and increased perception of improved accessibility.  Routes were well integrated with other modes 
including rail, pedestrian and cycle infrastructure.  The mid-tier transit vehicles are stylised, tram like 
and distinctive.  Stops were integrated with other modes and in some case also provided freight 
lockers that are an opportunity for additional revenue, station activation and reduction of delivery van 
traffic in city centres and residential streets.   

Lessons Learned 

A few of the lessons learned from the case studies included in the report are the importance of 
interoperability of the system components and not being captive to a single supplier, reliable and 
secure communications technologies to reduce breakdowns and diminish the risk to cybersecurity, 
the need for network and mode integration for seamless travel, the role of branding in gaining 
community ownership and attracting ridership and above all the crucial need for place creation and 
improved amenity .  
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DRIVERS OF CHANGE 

“For the first time in a century, we have mobility technology that won’t just incrementally improve the 
old system but can completely disrupt it... A total redesign of the surface transportation system with 
humans and community at the centre.” Jim Hackett, Ford CEO5 
 

The need for taking a new approach has come about because of the emergence of a complementary 
suite of innovations in technology and new business models have the potential to transform how 
people and goods move around our cities and will create an environment conducive to rapid social and 
economic change. Without a clear vision for our desired future and collaboration across all sectors of 
society there is a risk that the changes will further fuel the inequity already apparent in our rapidly 
urbanising communities. Additionally, there is a need and an opportunity to evaluate societal and 
infrastructure needs in considering the post Covid19 landscape where online shopping, working from 
home and re-localisation has seen people consider their lifestyle option and open opportunities for growth 
of regional cities.  

Responding to Climate Change 

Both the City of Bunbury and the City of Busselton have stated carbon neutral targets and are 
members of the Cities Power Partnership (CPP) is Australia’s largest local government climate 
network, made up over 127 councils from across the country, representing almost 11 million 
Australians. Local councils who join the partnership make five action pledges in renewable energy, 
efficiency, transport and working in partnership to tackle climate change.   

Australia is a signatory to the Paris Agreement and the Sustainable Development Goals were both 
adopted in 2015. All states are needing to deliver the objective of climate resilient development that 
would enable net zero emissions by 2050 along with providing more inclusive, safe, resilient and 
sustainable cities. Cities, local governments and state governments, as well as large corporations and 
institutions including banks, professional groups like UDIA, Property Council and PIA are all attempting 
to make changes consistent with these goals and much can be achieved in the built environment. 

The new economy is likely to see a strong growth in the integrated application of solar, batteries, 
electro-mobility (in all forms including mid-tier trans and micro-mobility for local links) and smart city 
technologies. Together they can create zero carbon transport and urban development that 
contributes to a resilient grid and provides the basis of many co-benefits in health, reduced air 
pollution, and reduced urban sprawl, as well as significant growth in new economy jobs6. 

Boulevardisation and MaaS 

Helsinki provides a model for transitioning from car dependency through the linking of centres with 
mode inclusive corridors.  These corridors radiate from the city centre and have been redesigned to 
accommodate active and high priority public transport and to slow traffic speeds.  There has been 
some push back with one of the seven boulevards proposed being deleted due to the resistance to 
slow traffic and deprioritize private vehicles in favour of other modes, however as the benefits in land 
value uplift and access become apparent it is likely that these corridors will become more acceptable.   

                                                           

5 UK Department for Transport, The Future of Mobility Urban Strategy: Moving Britain Ahead, 2019 
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These multi-modal corridors together with the mobility as a service (MaaS) delivery model is intended 
to speed the transition away from private vehicle as the dominant choice to a mix of transport suited 
to the user and circumstance to provide the most efficient form of transit.   

In 2016 the capital of Finland was the first large city to introduce the smartphone-based “Mobility as 
a Service” multimodal journey planning app as a way to reduce the use of cars within the city through 
a revision of the transport policy (locally known as the Transport Code) and placing emphasis on digital 
technology and requiring providers to make their ticketing services and data available.  Helsinki MaaS 
app is a subscription-based concept that combines all public and private transportation modes 
including taxis, public transport, scooter and car sharing, car rental and bicycles on a single 
smartphone app that people can use to calculate the best way to get where they need to go.  

MaaS Global was the world’s first Mobility as a Service operator developed the Helsinki app, Whim.  
To work it relies on all transport operators to feed their user services into the common interface.  
Users can use the app to build a multimodal route, with the app suggesting, for example, that the user 
take a bus, then a bicycle and finally a taxi. The user can pay for the various journeys individually or 
buy a monthly subscription. 

For €59.70 per month, the core service includes unlimited public transport and bicycles as well as €10 
in taxi travel. For 10 times that amount –€499 per month – Whim provides unlimited use of all types 
of transport. The price may appear high, but it is warranted, says Sampo Hietanen, co-founder of MaaS 
Global. “When you calculate the monthly cost of your car, you rapidly see that this service is cheaper.” 

Bloomberg reports that after two years of operation Whim had 60,000 active users per month in 
Helsinki.  However, to put this in perspective Whim is fulfilling well below 0.5 percent of all non-
vehicular journeys in Finland’s capital.  An issue was HSL the public transport agency, in particular, the 
transit agency did not open its ticketing to allow Whim subscribers to enjoy the convenience of HSL’s 
monthly pass instead, Whim users needed to obtain a new ticket every time they travel.  HSL has since 
open this up in Helsinki but a limiting factor to the growth of the MaaS service is the reluctance of 
agencies to join and have a third party reduce their relationship with their customers.  Several cities 
have taken steps towards introducing MaaS and there are several apps available. 

MaaS and the Funding of Transport Infrastructure  

As we move away from ICE vehicles and reduce private car ownership and use through mode 
shift, car sharing and autonomous vehicles the revenue collected from fuel and sales taxes, tolls 
and licencing that help fund transport infrastructure will reduce.  MaaS provides an opportunity 
to treat a city’s transport as an ecosystem. The MaaS offer integrates all modes across all regions, 
in one place at one time. If MaaS becomes the prevailing channel for buying and accessing 
transport, the pricing model could also reflect how transport infrastructure is funded.  As a result, MaaS 
could be the vehicle through which we can provide a ‘whole of transport’ solution to a ‘whole of city’ 
problem – that is putting a solid base under the funding of all transport infrastructure. 
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For MaaS to be successful it must provide for the travelers the fastest, cheapest, or greenest transport 
options and for the service providers who are competing for market share, the app must be fair and 
transparent.  An unbiased apps which presents transport choices, based on the preferences of the 
user.  

 

Movement and Place  

An important aspect not to be overlooked is the importance of movement and place framework.  
There are examples where investment in light rail has not resulted in the mode shift and uplift 
expected due to the lack of investment in place.  The importance of ‘movement and place’ is becoming 
widespread since the introduction by Transport for London in 2013 of their policy called ‘Street 
Families’, a movement and place framework.  These frameworks recognise that streets are not only 
about moving people from A to B, but in many contexts also act as places for people and public life. 
The Movement and Place framework enables the ‘place’ prioritisation of streets to create walkable, 
liveable centres as well as how other streets can be primarily movement corridors where place is not 
as important. The TAC approach tries to integrate the two into one corridor by having a fast transit 
system along the corridor which slows down at stations and enhances place-oriented precincts where 
walkability is a high priority.  As shown above the investment in place in the Euclid Avenue example 
has resulted in a return on investment that is higher than nearly all other mid-tier transit systems. 

In Western Australia the Department of Transport is currently preparing a Place and Movement 
Strategy for Perth. The idea of corridor priority for movement is well established as illustrated by 
various reports such as Austroads’ 2017 research report, Prioritising On-Road Public Transport, and 

Box 2 HOW MaaS COULD WORK – GTA Perspective 

Under MaaS, there is potential for prices to truly reflect the underlying value of that 

trip. The price of each trip would include a ‘user access fee’ (flag fall) and ‘usage fee’ 

which would reflect the true economic costs of that trip. Prices could be varied by 

mode, place and time of day to reflect policy settings, and would help extract the 

real value of that trip at that time. 

The resultant fares would be split between the transport provider (as payment) and 

a funding ‘pool’ for redistribution across a city’s transport eco-system. For 

subscription users, a clip from each subscription would be allocated to the funding 

pool.  

As MaaS platforms will be available across all modes, the funding pool should align 

to ongoing maintenance of the road network, public transport infrastructure and 

potentially capital expenditure for a city’s transport infrastructure. Importantly, 

while there is likely to be broad alignment between revenue generated by a mode 

and funding ‘share’, the fund would be used on an ‘as needs’ basis to help deliver 

over-arching policy aims. 

Aligning funding for transport infrastructure directly to usage, will help to future proof 
the system against threats to the existing funding models. 

GTA Consultants, Transport Matters Vol 9 Issue 5 What is the Best MaaS for Our Cities? 
2017. 
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the PTA’s Bus Planning and Design Guidelines for Efficient People Movement – all have identified that 
a whole of corridor approach is needed. 

The guiding principle of our study is that of a Transit Activated Corridor (TAC) that incorporates place 
as well as movement and can be seen as a way of implementing a Place and Movement Strategy. 

However, the delivery of such strategies remains limited still as they need much more integration with 
private sector urban development practices and funding/financing, an integration into new kinds of 
partnerships with all levels of government, an openness to a range of new transit technology and 
electric micro-mobility and a new way of bringing all this together in terms of multi-purpose 
governance. All of this goes beyond most transport policy and practice along main roads. It is the 
purpose of Study to inform the development of this new approach in a regional city context and 
promote a demonstration project that includes mid-tier transit together with active transit and micro-
mobility and urban development. 
 

Transport Technology and Autonomy  

Improved sensing technology, computing power and software engineering are leading to increasing 
levels of automation in transport, across many different modes.  It is estimated 50% of new vehicles 
are connected to sensor system.  Across the globe we already have smart vehicles with autonomous 
technologies including lane keeping, braking and autonomous parking all without driver intervention, 
increased connectivity will further enhance vehicle capabilities including trip planning, traffic 
management and incident avoidance. As the level of automation increases so will road safety and 
travel affordability and efficiency. 

Currently aerial drones are supporting police and emergency services surveillance and response and 
are used by infrastructure providers for asset checks and maintenance. There are delivery services 
using drones and aerial taxi services are being trialled. One report estimated that the global market 
for urban aviation, including commercial drones and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) services could 
be worth $1.5 trillion by 2040. 

On the roads as in the air improved batteries and motors are facilitating the introduction of new forms  
of micro-mobility, providing ever more options for the movement of people and goods. These include 
electric scooters, electrically assisted pedal cycles (e-bikes) and e-cargo bikes.  Micro-mobility can 
convert a 30-minute walk into a 10-minute ride and can increase station catchments needing fewer 
stops whilst increasing perceptions of accessibility. 

 

Electric Mobility 

Rapidly falling battery prices, improvements in energy density and electric motors and developments 
in alternative fuels have the potential to reduce emissions across a range of modes. Companies, cities 
and countries worldwide are getting behind the transition to cleaner transport. Over 1 million electric 
vehicles were sold in China in 2018. According to one forecast, over half of new car sales globally will 
be electric by 2040.26 This raises questions about grid stability in the future and most cities are now 
moving towards battery systems to enable recharge and grid resilience. 

Electric transit, especially electric buses and mid-tier Trackless Trams are also growing rapidly. Instead 
of being a threat to grid stability they could potentially create new sources of revenue for the transit 
system through grid resilience. As identified in the Busselton Energy Plan below electric transit mobility 
provides the opportunity for diversification of revenue streams for local governments, public transport 
providers and grid integration for land developers and local communities. 
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These examples demonstrate the emerging opportunities associated with electro-mobility and its 
integration with other urban systems. As pointed out by Newman et al 202027. 
 

Post Covid Living  

While there is great uncertainty around Post Covid 19 living, there is likely to be additional demand 
for local and last mile integration as interstate and international tourism returns and people seek 
new lifestyle opportunities offered by more remote working arrangements.  There is emerging a 
trend to localisation with a greater appreciation of local shops and services and this would 
increase with improved access and greater take up of micro-mobility options and a move further 
towards a non-car dependent lifestyle.  
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MID-TIER TRANSIT FOR THE SOUTH WEST 

While previous sections have focused on the urban planning and transport considerations and 
presented a case for change, this section focuses on presenting the core findings of the engagement 
and study process related to the opportunities for mid-tier transit in the South West region particularly 
Busselton and Bunbury.  

The purpose of the case study was to examine the opportunities for mid-tier transit in Bunbury and 
Busselton to: 

 address the transport needs of a growing population  

 better integrate the rail and air transport; and 

 catalyse regional economic development   

 

The vision for an integrated modern electric transit system or the South West 

Two workshops with stakeholder representing Government agencies, local industry and Councils were 
conducted as part of the study.  These identified and confirmed the drivers for connecting people - 
creating great places - building the local economy and the vision for:  

 A more sustainable region – through consolidated urban growth and regeneration and 
economic development. 

 Improved access to centres, employment, education, key attractions and tourism. 

 New forms of urban development providing lifestyle choice. 

 Enhanced protection and appreciation of the natural environment and transition to a net zero 
through reducing dependence on fossil fuels. 

 Distinctive integrated electric transit system. 

 Reduced potential congestion and improved road safety. 

 As a driver for change in travel behaviour and a first stage of the integrated public transport 
system linking the region. 

 Delivered through collaboration, building a shared vision and a strong partnership between 
all levels of government, community, local industry, and developers. 

 

The options for a new rapid transit system 

The provision of public transport is evolving in response to improved digital access to services that is 
supporting trip planning and payment and opening up opportunities for on demand transport and ride 
sharing.  The growing range of personal mobility options that is improving the ease of access and 
broadening the catchment presenting a greater economic opportunity for nodal development and 
mid-tier transit.   

Mid-tier transit is also evolving with new technologies making these less costly to build and operate 
and less visually and physically obtrusive.  There are six categories of mid-tier transit: 

 BRT conventional buses, with priority and some separation 

 Bus evolved (electric, stylized 100%low floor 50%+ glass, multiple double doors) with rail like 
operation 

 Rubber tyred trams (trackless trams, battery electric, double ended, multiple carriages, 
bogeys, guided) 
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 Very light rail (lightweight streetcars, shallow 250 m depth railbed, less than 2.65m width, 
modular) 

 Light rail (2.65m wide, battery or overhead catenary, includes light rail and tram trains that 
provide both mid-tier and intercity/interurban transit) 

 Monorail and maglev a fully separated, elevated high-speed system. 

Each has different characteristics suited to different system requirements such as corridor width, 
gradient and length, cost and disruption to build and operate, patronage, service use (freight and 
passenger), speed, capacity and land development impacts.  

This report compares the pros and cons of four categories of mid-tier technology as well as the base 
option of prioritized bus.  The report notes maglev an intercity option based on attributes such as 
speed, separation and low environmental impacts.   

 

Systems and Route Considerations 

The system options such as the routes, nodes, modal integration, catchment and patronage were all 
considered.  The recommendations also considered current and future land use planning 
re/development opportunities, key attractions and amenity, population growth, residential, 
employment and activity precincts, implementation challenges and risks, local context, environmental 
impacts and costs. 

The following map shows the overall context for transport and includes the key attractors and town 
centres.  The map includes the route of the Bunbury outer ring road (BORR) currently under 
construction and the potential for a fast rail that would have its terminus in Wanju, a proposed new 
city centre development.  It is likely that the fast rail would follow the Forrest Highway alignment and 
could potentially extend to Busselton along the BORR and Bussell Highway, with alternative route 
alignments considered for this intercity connection.   
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Figure 11: Possible Future Regional Transport Connectivity 

The possibility of new high-speed rail from Perth to Bunbury (possibly on to Busselton) and how this 
would be integrated was also a key consideration, with the road-based vehicle options providing agility 
to accommodate additional stops and route variations.  Although it was considered unlikely that 
Government would fund fast rail in the short to medium term, the planning for connection to a new 
station in an alternative location was a factor in assessing route and mid-tier system requirements.  

The Possible Future Regional Transport Connectivity map above also includes an alternative terminus 
station option for the existing Australind heavy rail bring this to the Dolphin Discovery Centre and 
providing better connectivity with the city centre.   

Potential mid-tier transit (orange trackless tram) routes are shown servicing the areas north and south 
and potentially continuing to Busselton.  
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Integrating Transport as Catalyst for Development  

As flagship of sustainable tech led development the electric mid-tier transit system would be a catalyst 
for improvements to other mobility infrastructure including shared paths accommodating 
micromobility, feeder bus services.  It would integrate with fast rail, the BMR airport and Bunbury Port 
servicing the Southwest region. There could also be park and ride opportunities at key nodes for 
people travelling from other regions and rural communities to encourage the use of the mid-tier 
transit to provide easy access to a range of attractions and assist with creating greater amenity and 
car lite walkable city centres. 

The mid-tier transit spine integrated with feeder transit within the urban centres of Busselton and 
Bunbury would provide frequent and legible transit for local travel and would also connect with the 
proposed regional link between Busselton and Bunbury at key locations to provide to connection 
between regional destinations. The two transit projects are complimentary, with the regional link 
providing an intermediatory transit solution prior to the implementation of a fast rail and a connection 
for those travelling by train to and from Perth and air from regional, interstate and potentially 
international destinations.  Transitioning the city centres to be more accessible by public transport will 
overcome the need for more highways and road upgrades to accommodate increasing traffic demand 
and will assist the address the lost opportunities created by town bypasses and the sites consumed by 
parking. It can be city building infrastructure.   

Route Option Assessment  

Several routes were assessed for local urban transit within Busselton and Bunbury and for the fast 
intercity connector route.  The routes considered are listed below and illustrated on the map overleaf: 

Bunbury to Busselton intercity routes 

 Bunbury to Busselton via Dardanup and Boyanup (old rail alignment) 

 Bunbury to Busselton via Bussell Highway 

 Bunbury to Busselton via Bussell Highway and Tuart Drive 

 Bunbury to Busselton via Airport 

The preferred route for a trackless tram or rubber tyred vehicle was via Bussell Highway to Capel and 
then via Tuart Drive to Busselton.  It was considered that the route via Dardanup and Boyanup along 
the old rail alignment would add to greater time penalty for commuters using the service, shown in 
the map below where this route would add 12.6km to the trip.  Alternative routes that accessed 
Busselton via the airport were discounted as it was considered that the Tuart Drive route was of higher 
scenic value.  This route also has the possibility of tourist stops to take in attractions along this route 
and to complement the proposed cycle route between Busselton and Bunbury with opportunities for 
cyclist to ride only part of the route. 
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Figure 12: Intercity Connection Busselton to Bunbury 

Busselton Urban Routes 
 Layman Road to City Centre 

 Busselton Station to City Centre 

 Tuart Drive to Bussell Highway 

 City Centre to Vasse Village Centre 

 Busselton Station to Airport 

 Monaghans Corner to Dunsborough 

 Vasse Village Centre to Causeway Road 

 Vasse Village Centre to Causeway Road via Rendezvous Road 
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Figure 13: Access Options into Busselton 

 

Figure 14: Busselton City Centre Route Options 

The Busselton city centre and urban routes would include a link to the airport (blue route) prior to 
more development at the airport this route would have a lower frequency service as it would only be 
required at flight arrival and departure times. A loop route was suggested that would take in Port 
Geographe and a larger route that would link Port Geographe to Yalyalup (yellow route) and this is 
shown in the previous map as being potentially 2 routes.  The red route would service the city centre 
and tourist accommodation along Bussell Highway.  A route would extend onto Dunsborough (green 
route previous map) and to Vasse.  The Vasse route options (pink and orange) shown in the previous 
map would link Vasse to the Busselton town centre and with one transfer to the other suburbs and 
Dunsborough.  The urban routes would service the needs of residents and tourists and provide an 
attractive alternative to private car usage and a service to complement cycle and pedestrian 
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infrastructure and emerging personal mobility devices such as scooters.  The mid-tier transit would 
also provide a good service for those with limited mobility options, due to disability or without a 
driver’s licence or car, the vehicles and stations being configured to accommodate gophers, 
wheelchairs, bicycles and prams. 

Busselton Development Opportunities  

The above maps of Busselton identify the development opportunities within the Busselton CBD.  There 
is considerable reserve land (shown in pale green) in the Busselton City centre.  The preferred intercity 
route could pass through the town to terminate near to the Busselton Jetty and the proposed resort 
development site, with other urban transit linking to this station. 

Bunbury Urban Routes  

The following urban route options were identified for Bunbury: 

 Train station to city centre via Blair Street 

 Train station to city centre via Spencer Street 

 City Loop to include train station to city centre Koombana Drive and Sandridge Road  

 Dalyellup Loop via Ocean Road and Parade Road 

 Health and Education Loop via station 

 Glen Iris Loop 

Following further consultation and investigations post the workshop the southern route options were 
refined and an additional option for an alternative train terminus near to the Dolphin Discovery Centre 
identified.  These new options were considered to provide better access and development potential. 

 

Figure 15: Trackless Tram alternative routes the South Bunbury to the CBD station 
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Figure 16: Alternative routes to Dalyellup and beyond 

Bunbury Development Opportunities  

In Bunbury there is considerable developable land along key corridors an example is shown in blue in 
the map below around the existing station and along the corridor into the city centre.  If the existing 
station is to be linked into the CBD with mid-tier transit it was considered important that the Station 
precinct be developed to become a community service hub and not be wholly dependent on the 
infrequent train service.  Land is available for development and the mid-tier link would support 
construction of an alternative mixed use and housing product providing diversity within the city 
centre.   

As can be seen from the various mid-tier transit options last mile transit connections will be needed 
as part of the overall transit network supporting both nodal development and accessibility.  In other 
countries where mid-tier transit is supported by cycle and pedestrian infrastructure as well as on 
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demand transit community perceptions of accessibility and satisfaction with transit provision has been 
improved.    

 
Figure 17: Bunbury potential development sites 

The relocation of the station to the Dolphin Discovery Centre /Bunbury Port site would provide added 
development potential to the area as it would unlock land currently separated by the rail alignment.  
Bringing the rail into the port area on the periphery of the CBD would also unlock land for development 
and support the industrial development planned within the port expansion area.  The mid-tier transit 
would link to the station and extend through the city centre to support other development corridors. 

The map below as well as figure 17 above shows the alternative station and route  
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Figure 18: Alternative train station location 

The preliminary assessment work indicates the preferred location and staging for the project is for 
initial routes in both city centres and for an intercity connection.  The Bunbury urban route to include 
the train station and Busselton to include the foreshore and accommodation strip with possible 
extension to Vasse and/or Dunsborough, the intercity connection via Tuart Drive would also be a first 
stage priority. These routes would include hospitals and employment centres as well as key tourist 
attractions. To achieve a workable and attractive network cycle and micromobility infrastructure 
would be vital as would nodal development to increase the catchment population as well as provide 
attractors.  This was particularly relevant to the Bunbury train station and the Busselton Airport where 
low frequency of train and air services would not make it viable to run a vehicle at on a timetable 
suited to commuters. 

Key attractions and development opportunities  

There are key attractions and employment and service destinations including the port, airport, train 
station, Busselton Jetty, Dolphin Discovery Centre, town centres hospitals and tourist accommodation.  
The routes have been chosen to service the many of these major attractors and the opportunities for 
land development that would further support nodal growth and service viability.  The investigations 
also identified potential further connections to provide a network that would link to other major 
centres such as Eaton, Vasse and Dunsborough. Further work would be needed to establish firm 
priorities and timing. 

Patronage – Who would use it? 

It is considered that the potential users will be both locals and tourists.  Currently those living in or 
visiting regional centres are car dependent due to lack of choice as well as lack of incentives such as 
travel time savings and parking availability and tariffs.  New transit mode integrated systems that 
utilise apps to support trip planning, micro mobility that increases nodal catchment are the key to 
encourage use of alternative transport.  To shift the percentage of trips currently to Perth levels 4% 
or up to the 12% identified in the Bunbury Transport Plan would require incentives that could include 
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mobility packages including access to bicycles and scooters as in Amiens and limiting speeds and 
parking for private vehicles accessing the CBD.  

The establishment of a mode integrated mid-tier transit system can deliver community uplift through: 

 Social – reduce cost of living through less car ownership and use, improved physical and 
mental health and wellbeing through increased social connectivity and physical activity and 
road safety. 

 Environmental – improve air quality, local amenity, reduce carbon.  

 Economic – support tourism, catalyse development, and support regional population growth 
and diversity, support employment. Build local and intercity ridership to increase demand as 
a catalyst for the fast rail, and increased air services.   

The use of road based transit can assist to preserve the intercity fast rail transport corridor, be 
implemented easily in collaboration with existing transport service providers, landowners and 
community to identify integration opportunities and refine routes and connections used by residents 
for access to schools, workplaces, recreation and shops, as well as tourist on day trips and overnight 
visitors.  When the fast regional rail is extended from Perth to Bunbury and Busselton the intercity 
vehicles can be redeployed on urban routes with links to the fast rail interchange nodes. 

The estimated capital costs 

Summarised in the table below is an estimated cost for the five mid-tier transit vehicle options.  This 
table is very high level, it has been included to provide a comparative guide to implementation costs. 
The high-level cost estimates to construct the various technology options in the corridor include the 
running way (RW), required infrastructure (I) such as route and depot charging, stations (S) and 
vehicles (V).   

 

Option RW I S V 
Total ($M) 

per km 

Bus Rapid Transit (vehicles 3) 
    

$15 

Trackless Tram (vehicle 1) 
    

$25 

Very light rail 
    

$40 

Light rail 
    

$80 

Hybrid train tram* 
    

$100 

Table 2: Mod Tier Vehicle Cost Comparison 

One of the uncertainties associated with this high-level investigation is establishing a level of cost 
estimate for implementation – even if only at a ‘ball park’ level. The main unknown relates to civil 
works, services relocations and amenity upgrades that will be required to realise the value creation 
potential of a mid-tier transit system (in this case a Trackless Tram system). 

 

The qualitative assessment of implementation challenges and opportunities has highlighted that there 
will be very different implication and therefore costs depending upon the existing conditions and type 
of built environment within any section of the route. 
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To help establish a ‘ball park’ level of cost we are able to use implementation costs from other projects 
such as the Gold Coast and Canberra light rail and for works undertaken to implement bus ways.  
Further, the implementation cost of the Cecil Ave civil works being undertaken by the City of Canning 
– where high end amenity treatments are being delivered - provide for a bus way. 

 

Outlined below are a set of assumptions and calculations for a trackless tram system which suggest:  

 Cost of rolling stock and stations would be in the order $4.87 million per km (based on supplier 
costs and our own estimates), 

 The cost of civil works, landscaping and power and service relocations and minor land 
assembly requirements across the whole route would be perhaps $19.2 million per km though 
much could be done after a system was begun, 

o This leads to an estimate that the Trackless Tram – may have an average capital cost in 
the order of $25 m per km. However, the system could be begun for much less.  

This represents a substantial saving over an equivalent light rail systems at $80 million per km for the 
proposed Max Light Rail or $2.4b or at Sydney Light Rail costs of $175m per km or $5.2b. 
 

The Australind Rail Options 

The opportunity to realise the continuation of the Australind service into the Bunbury CBD has also 
been considered.  The viability of this due to cost and requirements of heavy rail has seen this option 
dismissed in the past.  There are however recent precedents where lighter multiple unit battery or 
diesel powered train sets have transitioned from heavy rail operation to light rail to enter into city 
centres.  Below are current examples of the Karlsruhe model of tram-trains and Zwickau model of 
train-trams. 
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New advances in tram trains  

Tram trains are not a new concept and operated in Hobart in 1920’s.  The modern era tram-train 
concept was pioneered with the Karlsruhe model in Germany and has been in operation since 1992 
and has since been adopted in Mulhouse in France and in Kassel and Saarbrücken in Germany.  There 
are approximately 31 tram train systems in operation internationally and another 30 plus planned.  

With technological advancements of the tram train systems allowing wire free operation of electric 
vehicles and the proven system abilities to provide a reliable service when transitioning from heavy 
rail to light rail operations would presents a new opportunity for a vehicle that can provide both fast 
rail intercity service and the accessibility of a city tram 

The Bombardier Flexity Link 7 (figure18), a low-floor tram-train designed to be able to run both on an 
urban tram network and on main railway lines, in order to provide direct journeys into a city's centre 
without passengers having to transfer from a regional train to a tram. This vehicle is operating in 
Karlsruhe and Saarbrucken, with other manufacturers including Alstom, CAF and Siemens and others 
providing similar vehicles.  Alstom and others utilising new technologies to improve range and speed. 

In this instance with a vehicle already running from Perth to Bunbury it would be a 3km rail extension 
project to bring it into the town centre, thus making it more affordable with neither vehicle or land 
acquisition costs and station and stabling already provided.  This considerably lower cost for the tram 

                                                           

 

Figure 19: Bombardier Flexity Karlsruhe 
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train may be realised due to possibilities of utilising the existing rail reserve and through a variation of 
the Australind train contract.  If this contract was to procure Alstom Citadis Dualis tram trains similar 
to the two Alstom 3 car DMU contracted for $53m a more flexible vehicle would allow direct access 
by rail into the Bunbury CBD.  The Australind train contracted are planned to be constructed in 
Bellevue following the building of the C Class MetroNet trains.  The Dualis is capable of running as a 
train on the existing heavy rail from Perth to Bunbury at 100km per hour and would convert to tram 
mode to run at the lower speeds through the town centre.  The advantage of this option is the 
Australind service could run in tram mode from the periphery of the town and travel to the city centre 
on grassed tracks to the old station on the city foreshore.  This would free up space at the existing 
Australind station for land development and address the community separation currently created by 
the rail within Bunbury.  The higher cost of the light rail or tram trains would not make it a viable 
option for the suburban routes where electric mid-tier transit vehicles would be more suitable and 
with service frequency, route and vehicle design designed for commuter use. The intercity route into 
Bunbury from Perth and between Busselton and Bunbury could be an extension of the Australind train 
along the heritage track providing access to Dardanup, Boyanup and Capel and converting to tram 
mode to enter Busselton.  This vehicle would have both the advantages of providing a heritage rail 
service and a comfortable trip that would be comparable in time to taking a private vehicle.   
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Implementation Challenges and Opportunities 
 

The following section discusses the implementation pathways and outlines the opportunities and 
challenges identified. Many routes have been identified in the study as required for a network of mid-
tier transit.  The framework and guiding principles set out below have assisted in identifying the best 
route for boulevardisation.   

Below are the key points as identified at the stakeholder workshop held January 2021: 

 Bunbury to CBD route a priority, 1st stage important to implement, fast rail will come later, 
needs to be also to Busselton,  

 For the train station to work it needs to be a developed as an activity hub although preference 
will always be for CBD train connection. 

 Bunbury to Busselton volume will be there, a must for tourists and commuters, and to link the 
airport  

 Link to airport is important but not highest priority in first stage, opens up opportunities for 
tourist and FIFOs, passenger volume and freight frequency too low,  

 Feeder routes in cities needed a must have and Busselton and Bunbury. 

 Plan and develop other feeder routes overtime to support, this is critical main demand will be 
within the 2 cities. 

 Parcel freight becoming important with changing buying habits, autonomous electric vehicles 
will do this.  

 Station precincts need to be active and walkable if not it won’t encourage participation, needs 
to be somewhere to go to 

 City station precincts important to attract people, certainly needs to feel nice, mid route might 
not be as important factor. 

 Need to connect various modes of transport. 

 Land use intensity is important for some node not MetroNet local context needs to be 
considered, need to plan for it and get it into strategies and schemes, very important to have 
this at least some nodes, very important in Bunbury maybe not elsewhere, use existing 
investments.   

 Node diversity and activity to create interest, important to make a distinction. 

 Key driver to reduce CO2, more energy efficient, important for buy in and to reduce impact.  

 Congestion will be a problem without PT and bikes. 

 Health benefits achieved and will support walking and micro mobility. 

 Needs the ticketing app that integrates modes and demonstrates innovation. Need to stay up 
to date with best tech. 

 Needs to be frequent in city centre less so between Busselton and Bunbury, Twill Demand 
from commuters and tourist at different times of the day. 

 Needs to be reliable to increase patronage.  

 Must be affordable less than car, can it be free like cats especially for visitors.  

 Can’t feel like a bus. 

 On board wifi and passenger information and DAA access a given 

 Dedicated corridor needed to support development and investment along the route, 
important for development uplift, important to attract private investment, focus for 
investment, needs to use existing infrastructure. 
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 Need to be resilient with back up for breakdown scenarios, needs to be reliable.  

 ROI might stack up if combined with communities.  

 Links to regional transport fundamental, needs to bring people from outside the region. 

 important to link premium tourist destinations, CBD to CBD and tourism as 2 distinct services  

 Flexible adaptable 

 Greenways for amenity and active transport through reduction of cars along corridors 

 Staging important, value capture opportunities   

The following graph shows the relative importance of the various attributes of the mid-tier transit 
system. 
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Figure 20: Mid-Tier Transit Priorities Workshop Outcome 
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Possible Funding Mechanisms  

A key challenge in taking a city infrastructure project from concept to implementation is identifying 
the appropriate funding mechanism. This Study is building on the model set out in the report – 
‘Delivering Integrated Transit, Land Development and Finance: a Guide and Manual with application 
to Trackless Trams’ (see https://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/1-55/ ). That report evaluated the 
range of funding opportunities from fully private to fully government. Further, it proposed the need 
for partnership models established under a City Deal framework. At its core these processes aim to 
bring together the 3 levels of government, with business and community to develop strategies for 
delivering positive urban change – in this case the implementation of Trackless Tram Systems. 

Local Government Urban Transformation Funding City of Canning Example 

This proposal based on work by the City of Canning who have readied themselves for the Trackless 
Tram and the associated urban regeneration as part of the Canning City Centre Regeneration Program. 

The City of Canning has commenced a ten year - $76 million public realm and infrastructure works 
program. The Program aims to build the amenity and liveability required to attract further private and 
public support and investment needed to fully realise the urban regeneration vision. The first phase 
of the Regeneration Program is the upgrading of the main street of the Canning City Centre – Cecil 
Avenue with high quality public realm and widening it to accommodate priority bus lanes, which can 
ultimately provide space for the implementation of a Trackless Tram Systems. 

The Overview document sets out a funding model based on Recovery funding from government 
(Federal and State paying for vehicles and developers paying for station precincts as part of their 
development of the whole sites around the station entrances which sometimes maybe inside buildings 
or even on both sides of a road). The concept set out below shows how the projects could be funded 
by local governments themselves – also in partnership with developers. 

The key mechanism in this funding model has been the establishment of a rates guarantee model 
(similar to the tax increment models used in the United States31). The model is based on the following 
key elements: 
 

Figure 21: Canning City Centre Urban Regeneration 

https://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/1-55/
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 The program is funded without using any of the existing rate base. Only additional rates 
income generated through new development within the city centre zone from a specified date 
(1 July 2017) is being used to fund the regeneration program. 

 The City has also shifted to a differential rating model which leverages additional rates from 
commercial property as compared to residential land. 

 Income from the sale of any City owned land within the Canning City Centre is used to support 
the program. 

 External contributions and grants are utilised to reduce the cost to the City (which are 
attracted because of the ‘shovel ready’ nature of the program of forward works program). 

 Where required debt is used fund the major program of works and rates from the new 
developments within the city centre are used to pay the debt. Further, to minimise the interest 
payments a ‘liquidity facility’ has been established which helps provide the flexibility required 
to manage the ups and downs of delivering a capital works program of this scale. 

This effectively means that interests on loans is only paid on the exact amount of loans needed as each 
year of the capital works program as it is delivered. 

 The timing of the cash inflows and outflows is matched, such that the capital program does 
not affect the City’s existing budget allocations that are used for the remainder of the Council 
works programs across the rest of the municipality. 

This model of rate quarantining represents an important example of how to contribute local funding 
to the civil works and amenity building that will go alongside the delivery of Trackless Tram systems. 
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNT AND NEXT STEPS 

This study has built on earlier work illustrating the significant potential value to be realised from an 
integrated mid-tier transit system.  The following points summarise the learnings, before a number of 
high priority next steps are outlined. 

Early Mover Advantage - Why act now? 

There is a high price to be paid for doing nothing or not planning for the transformative changes that 
will occur due to the coalescence and maturity of complementary technologies in communications, 
energy and transport. 

A systems transition approach can assist to harness the opportunities and shape the transformation 
so that it is managed and provides the optimum benefit for the whole community. It involves a 
collaborative approach proactively engaging with a wide array of actors, including firms, consumers, 
policymakers, innovators, and civil society groups. 

Another reason to adopt innovative transit is the economic advantages to be had from the leading 
adoption of technology.   A study by Harvard Business Review found that early adopters experience 
“first mover advantages” over their competition. Being an early adopter results in growth, innovation, 
higher revenue and market position.   

A study on the pioneers in mobility shows that the growth of early adopters is more than twice the 
growth experienced by technology followers (the early mainstream market) and three times the 
growth experienced by lag technology adopters.  

The CHAT data set developed by Diego Comin and Bart Hobijn, examined rates of adoption in 161 
countries and 104 technologies, from steam power to PCs, over the past two centuries. 

Their analysis identified that the rate of technology adoption and the lag between countries is getting 
shorter, however historically the variation in adoption rates accounts for 25% of differences in 
countries’ per capita income today.  

Transition is hard to predict and typically, as it unfolds strategies, motivations and resources change. 
New kinds of transport and technology are injecting unprecedented uncertainty into mobility 
planning. 

 Some broad trends, however, can be predicted with reasonable confidence: 

 Passengers are adaptable and will seek out the most convenient forms of transport for them; 
new technologies can mean people will see new opportunities to shift into a transit mode 
because it is quicker and more comfortable or they will move to one of the new precincts that is 
closer to transit and to their destinations in the central area. 

 Companies will base their new offerings on risk, innovation and regulation and may choose to 
invest in a TAC due to the new opportunities provided for a value-driven proposal. 

In 2019 a report commissioned by the Queensland Government sought to quantify the cost of 
autonomous mobility as a disruptive technology on the provision of public transport830. KPMG who 
authored the report, estimated the cost of doing nothing where the majority of vehicles remained in 
private ownership as are the vehicles of today, would result in a negative cost of $21.5b. If an improved 
public transport service was provided utilising digital technologies that integrate modes and enable 
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seamless mobility and personalised trip planning e.g. MaaS, ridership would increase and network 
operations become more efficient and return on investment could be $45.7 b. 

For the South West region and Western Australia early adoption of transport (and associated 
communications and energy) technology presents a significant opportunity to build local industry, 
knowledge and identity, attract a more diverse and educated labour force and become more socially 
and economically sustainable.  The advantages of being a first mover far outweigh the ‘do nothing’ or 
business as usual model of building roads and greenfield urban development.   

A preliminary cost benefit analysis has identified significant gains from resulting from the provision of 
infrastructure and services, social benefits of accessibility and road safety, and economic benefits from 
increased employment and tourism and industrial development. Other beneficial development factors 
such as demographic changes, connected neighbourhoods, improved health and wellbeing through 
active transport, reduced household costs and the establishment of transit nodes.  Avoided costs of 
urban sprawl and disconnected poorly serviced communities, increased car parking and lost 
opportunities from tourists finding it difficult to get around. 

Regional Deals 

Based on the Government’s successful City Deals model, Regional Deals bring together all levels of 
government around a clear set of objectives.  Deals are tailored to each region’s comparative 
advantages, assets and challenges and reflect the unique needs of regional Australia.   

Regional Deals support ‘a place-based approach’ by putting community-identified priorities at the 
centre.  The suitability of this regional transport project linking the South West and transitioning to 
electro mobility has the potential to deliver not only on community identified needs for better public 
transport services but also to deliver a transition for regional industries based on coal to one based on 
lithium and renewable energy. 

Deals are a mechanism that supports collaboration and as such support this integrated system 
approach. With the uncertainty resulting from a disruptive technological advancement in transport 
and energy infrastructure there is a need for a systems approach that supports shared risk and reward 
models. A Regional Deal is well suited to provide this support. The following description of the 
advantages and process has been drawn from a paper written by Newman et al (2020)9 that refers to 
City Deals but is just as relevant to a regional deal. 

A ‘City Deal’ enables a more bottom-up approach to infrastructure planning and provision. These new 
approaches will be important for involving private funding to help fund the capital costs involved in 
quality transit projects10 

The Australian Federal Government has followed the success of the UK City Deal policy and has created 
a program based on this concept to encourage urban renewal (Australian Government, 2018).  

The City Deal program includes requirements to enable: 

 An agreement between the three tiers of government, setting out a plan for the City Deal to 
accomplish innovation, affordable housing and sustainability outcomes. 

 Greater community involvement and support for any projects, and 

                                                           

9 Peter Newman, Sebastian Davies-Slate, Daniel Conley, Karlson Hargroves, and Mike Mouritz (2020) From TOD 
to TAC The Transport Policy Shift to Transit Activated Corridors along Main Roads with New Technology Transit 
Systems. (submitted to Transport Policy) 
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 Involvement of the private sector, including innovative financing that integrates transit and 
land development, and with supporting funds from local and state government, with the 
Federal Government providing a risk guarantee10. 

Another key feature of the Deal approach is it provides an effective mechanism to align the policy 
intent of the different tiers of government. This provides greater clarity to the private partner, 
reducing risk, and facilitates co-ordination with other government programs. 

Deals are well-suited to facilitating Transit Activated Corridors, as they can provide increased 
regulatory certainty or guidance along the corridor, by aligning the objectives of the different tiers of 
government and can enable the private sector to obtain their finance. Agreements can also be reached   
with multiple levels of government to provide associated public infrastructure work such as recharge 
services for stations where electric battery recharging is needed. All of this is likely to increase value 
in projects11. 

Recovery Funding that follows the disruption to the economy due to the Covid pandemic will also 
require these kinds of models.  Such recovery projects will need partnerships and even more 
importantly will require substantial private sector involvement using innovative technology if they are 
to be about creating new economy jobs. They also need innovation and sustainability credentials to 
be part of the new economy. 

The proposal for a regional mid-tier transit system for Busselton and Bunbury and the link between 
the two centres is well suited to this model, as an infrastructure project creating linkages and 
opportunities for cross sectoral collaboration in energy, transport, development and housing 
introducing innovation and industry that can support economic development and a transition away 
from coal to new export industries. 

Urban Planning and Transport Context - The review of planning and transport policy documents and 
insights gained from the engagement process undertaken as part of this project has highlighted that 
the growth of the region would be assisted through improved accessibility for tourists and residents.  
City development and housing infill and the support of urban villages cannot be realised without 
significant changes in urban mobility. A mode shift to a mid-tier transit system is considered an 
imperative to enable urban regeneration where it is most needed and to avoid further road works and 
amenity impacts resulting in more cars within the town centres. 

 

Breakthrough Technologies - Advances in battery electric vehicle and communications technologies 
have resulted in new innovation in transport and more cost effective alternatives for the provision of 
public transport including mid-tier and last mile options. This shift in technology toward electric 
mobility is part of a bigger journey towards low or zero carbon transport solutions. Currently 
patronage of public transport in the South West region is predominantly those that have no other 
transport choice.  The broadening of the transport offering with mid-tier transit accommodating 
bicycles and scooters and personal mobility devices and good micro-mobility infrastructure enabling 
access to the transit corridor and stations will provide an attractive, affordable, efficient, and healthy 
alternative to use of private cars.  With blockchain technologies residents, visitors and particularly the 
30% living in rental accommodation can through the participation in an integrated mobility scheme 
access renewable energy market in a way that is affordable and non-place specific. 

 

                                                           
10 McKinsey and Company, Transit Investments in the Age of Uncertainty, March 2020 
11 Sharma, R. and Newman, P. (2017) Urban Rail and Sustainable Development Key Lessons from Hong Kong, 
New York, London and India for Emerging Cities. Transportation Research Procedia, 26, 92-105 
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Cost Benefit Assessment In order to justify an investment of the scale required there has to be 
significant and real value for the community and the economy. It has to be quantifiable, robust and to 
offer benefits for years to come. It must also be sustainable in terms of environmental and social 
impacts.  A recommendation from the stakeholders was for a cost benefit assessment  

Cost Benefit Analysis compares costs and benefits by using a common measure of monetary value to 
quantify the value.  

Examples of common benefits include: 

 Savings or avoided costs on transport provision infrastructure and services,  

 Revenues, e.g. increased fares, tourism spend, rates, rental and leasehold income, 
partnerships 

 Additional jobs created 

 Benefits to the broader community, e.g. improvements in public health and road safety, 
reduction in injuries/fatalities, reduction in travel time, improved equity of access 

 Improvements in environmental amenity and town centre activation. 

Examples of common costs include: 

 Capital costs on new assets 

 Operating and maintenance costs 

 Negative externalities - Examples of third party (externality) costs include noise, congestion, 
pollution, and reduction in visual amenity. 

In some cases, it may be too early to apply monetary value and quantification may not be practical, 
particularly for social benefits. In these cases, it is important that the cost-benefit analysis is clear 
about what can and cannot be reliably quantified and valued. 

As can been seen from Table 3: Qualitative Cost Benefit for a new mid-tier transit system, there is 
limited ability to apply specific monetary value associated with many of these costs and benefits 
pending the detailed design stage. We can however use the information to make a qualitative 
assessment of a high-level cost. 

 

Community 

Benefits Costs 

 Increased access to jobs, schools, 
attractions and services 

 More diverse range of housing 

 Reduced potential for impact from 
traffic on local amenity  

 Provide increase comfort and improved 
overall levels of PT service  

 Provide a leading example of modern 
transport infrastructure and service to 
create local pride and identity 

 Increase in activity in the town centre 
leading to increased expenditure and 
increased employment 

 Attract and manage the impact of 
increased tourist on town centres and 
local way of life 

 Potential for behaviour 
modification such as introducing 
parking cost or city congestion 
charges.  

 Taking road space for PT  

 Slowing traffic in local street  

 Modifying urban streets to create 
place  

 Disruption during construction 
phases. 
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 Attract and support new knowledge 
intensive industries to diversify 
employment opportunities. 

 Grow and broaden the demographic 
characteristic of the region 

  

Business Groups 

Benefits Costs 

 Better promotion and access to tourist 
attractions 

 Diversify the economy 

 

 If parking is taken away could 
impact business access 

State  

Benefits Costs 

 Trialing new integrated transit solutions 
in a contained regional centre 

 Potential industry development  

 Regional development objectives 
supported  

 Community support 

 May be disruptive to existing 
contracts if not in collaboration 
with provider 

Service Providers 

Benefits Costs 

 Reduction of duplication of services, 
enhanced collaboration, improved 
service to clients with complex or 
multiple needs 

 Attract and retain quality staff through 
provision of contemporary work 
environment  

 Improved service delivery  

 Reduced operational costs 
 

 Short term disruption of operations  

 Change management of clients 

  

Local Government 

Benefits Costs 

 can meet future needs, adaptable to 
changing needs of community  

 Improved delivery of service through 
provision of leading technologies  

 Supports existing service providers 

 Ensures building assets meet 
compliance standards – universal 
access to services for people with 
disabilities as an example 

 Increased town centre viability through 
increased population density with key 
redeveloped town centre sites  

 Increased indirect economic activity 

 Reduced number of routes will result in 

 Initial capital investment of 
significant funds 

 Land assembly and transaction 
costs 

 Service relocation costs 

 Operational costs may increase 
during transition as patronage 
builds  
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operating cost savings 

 Rates and land value and rental 
revenue can contribute to 
implementation or operational costs 

 Supports broader economic and 
tourism objectives  

Table 3: Qualitative Cost Benefit for a new mid-tier transit system 

Table 3 Qualitative Cost Benefit for a new mid-tier transit system 
 

As can be seen in the table above, the benefits significantly outweigh the costs. Should costs identified 
be considered acceptable, then a conclusion would be reached that the MPCF Hub Plus model will be 
of great benefit to the community, community groups, service providers and the Shire. 

 

Whilst a value cannot be placed on these costs and benefits at this time it would be expected this may 
be complete at the detailed Business Case stage. 

 

Business case 

The detailed Business Case to be undertaken in the next stage should test and further quantify the 
assumptions of the high-level cost benefit analysis including: 
 

 detailed funding model - this will identify any critical dependencies  

 project cash flows across the phases of the project including the expected initial capital 
investment, operational costs and life cycle maintenance 

 savings from anticipated capital (including full replacement at useful life end) and operational 
costs (including maintenance) of assets no longer required into the future 

 expected revenue and expenses once operational 

 optimal size and integration of the network to meet local and tourist needs  

 compare the economic benefits to the State and Local Governments and the region as 
compared to the current situation in terms of local employment and indirect economic 
activity. 

 The business case should demonstrate an increased level of service delivery, accessibility, land 
value and development uplift as compared to a business-as-usual approach. 

 

Next Steps 

The transformational change associated with the coalescence of technological advancement in 
energy, transport, urban development and communications requires a coordinated approach to 
adoption of new technology.  This opportunity for behaviour change in mobility is enabled by 
emerging technologies and can be supported through urban design that facilitates micro transit and 
active modes by introducing a semi permeable and greened urban environment that provides greater 
user amenity and safety.  It is essential therefore to create a vision through partnerships between all 
the stakeholders in such a project.  

The first step in the process would be to identify the core partners needed to take the vision which 
has begun to be outlined here, into a Working Group to progress the concept into a series of delivery 
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steps. This will need to develop a preliminary business case to attract the necessary funding to take 
this project forward and to position Bunbury and Busselton as leaders of sustainable mobility. 

This delivery process will also need to provide the feasibility of the options through a high level 15% 
design costed proposal and inclusive of a cost benefit analysis with social and economic impact 
assessment.  It will also consider local manufacturing opportunities and the link to renewable energy 
opportunities.  
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